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Y In 1999 RW asked ahalf-dozen
engineers to predict radio's future.
How'd they do?
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Broadcasters with new antenna projects or those planning to make changes
to existing antenna support structures will
be confronted with myriad revisions
made to the national standard governing
construction of steel antenna towers in

this country. Some of the revisions may
cost broadcasters more money than they
had budgeted for projects.
The Telecommunications Industry
Association/Electronic
Industries
Alliance 222-G tower rating standard,
"Structural Standards for Steel Antenna

But Radio Wasn't Much
Of a Presence at
'Portable Media' Event

See TOWER, page 6
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ONTARIO, Calif. If ever there was a
reason to believe that podcasting has
arrived, this was it. Hardly ayear after the
Internet-based audio distribution technology debuted with the likes of "The Dawn
and Drew Show," "The Rock n' Roll Geek
Show" and "IT Conversations," 700 of
podcasting's bright lights and wanna-be's
convened for the inaugural Portable Media
Expo & Podcasting Conference.
Proclaiming "'The future of multimedia
entertainment is here' the two-day event
featured keynote speeches by representatives of major technology and media players such as Yahoo, Intel, Audible, NPR
and MTV, along with podcasting pioneers
Leo Laporte, host of "This Week in Tech"
and Doug Kaye of "IT Conversations."
TNC New Media sponsored the conference; the firm is atradeshow and online
media company owned by Tim Bourquin,
who has been involved in streaming media
See PODCASTING, page 22
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First Broadcasting Opens RF Lab
by Leslie Stimson
DALLAS First Broadcasting is launching
aSpectrum Innovation Lab this month.
The Dallas-based facility will study digital and RF propagation and develop software tools to predict and measure signals.
The company said its main areas of focus
will be analog and digital terrestrial radio,
spectrum allocation and analysis software
and digital technologies related to the distribution of content.
The lab in downtown Dallas consists of
more than 8,000 square feet of dedicated
space, according to First Broadcasting
President/Vice Chairman Gary Lawrence.
"The lab houses signal propagation

analysis and spectrum allocation equipment and software tools, including a `war
room' with high speed/dual processor
computers, abank of large LCD screens
for displaying output in agroup environ-

Lawrence.
William Hieatt, formerly aregional
director for broadband services and information systems developer Communications
Technologies Inc., is in charge of the lab. He
was named vice president of engineering
and software development for First in
December, essentially replacing Bert
Goldman, aformer engineering executive
for First, who becomes senior technical
advisor to the company and honorary chairman of the lab (see related story, bottom of
page 3).
Hieatt is responsible for First's technology and software initiatives, including development and integration of digital tools and
systems. Hieatt's expertise includes mobile

ment, and individual workstations for each
of our resident and visiting RF scientists
and technicians," said Lawrence. Video
conferencing facilities help First employees work from other locations.
Having half adozen broadcast/production studios allows First to conduct realtime signal tests by originating signals in the
lab and sending them by T-1 to transmission
sites across the country.
The company invested "well into seven
figures" on the project, according to

THISIS THENEXT BIG THING:
7W
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wireless, data communication, wireless
broadband and network design. Lawrence
and Chairman Ron Unkefer are also
involved in the lab, which has astaff of six
scientists and technicians, supported by
back-office staff and part-time resources.
The company hopes to raise the number
of technical employees to 10 by the end of
the year. Periodically, the lab will extend
invitations to technical experts to join the
First team for specific projects.
The purpose of the lab is to accelerate
development and deployment of tools and
know-how for analysis of analog and digitally transmitted RF spectrum. This includes
the efficient allocation of terrestrial spectrum as well as the prediction and measurement of signal propagation in various kinds
of terrain and environments.
At present, the resources of the lab are
available only to First Broadcasting
Investment Partners and its joint venture
partners, which include major group owners
as well as independent and minority owners.
First has invested more than $200 million
in station transactions and owns 16 radio
stations in the top 30 markets. Unkefer
founded First in San Francisco in the early
1990s to acquire and operate two legacy
San Francisco stations KSFO(AM) an
KYA(FM). Unkefer previously had found
cd, then later took public, The Good Guys
aconsumer electronics chain now part of
the CompUSA chain.
First is hoping to use some of its tools
developed for previous projects to predict
broadcast coverage more accurately,
Goldman said. First and its principals
invested in InfoGear Technology Corp.,
developer of an Internet touch screen
phone. Cisco Systems subsequently
acquired InfoGear for some $300 million.
First also invested in Digital on Demand, a
provider of digital distribution for entertainment content. Digital, though its successor Alliance Entertainment Corp.,
merged with publicly traded Source
Interlink Companies in 2005. 3
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Confusion Reigns About HD Radio
Programmers and Managers Get
Ramped Up on Digital at Arbitron Event
by Leslie Stimson
COLUMBIA, Md. For some time,
Ibiquity Digital has been telling stations
they need to "promote, promote, promote"
HD Radio. Now, members of the new HD
Radio alliance share the mantra.
Those members — major broadcast
group owners — believe ahuge station promotional effort is necessary to clear up confusion about what terrestrial digital radio is,
and what it is not, before stations even urge
their listeners to buy the new radios.
Only then, they believe, will consumers
walk into retail locations or click online and
create demand for the radios.
Explain the basics
Like satellite radio when it began telling
its story, broadcasters must start small, by
taking baby steps. Why? Presenters at an
IBOC event sponsored by Arbitron cite confusion among listeners and even some
retailers about HD Radio.
The event was held shortly after the
announcement of the new alliance.
Bernie Sapienza, vice president Retail
Business for Ibiquity, said, "Even retailers
don't understand HD Radio, and they're the
folks who are supposed to be doing this for
aliving!'
Greater Media Detroit Senior Vice
President/Market Manager Tom Bender
agreed. In asurvey of approximately 300
multicast listeners, 57 percent believed they
NEWS

could get HD Radio on satellite radio.
"We've got people asking us where

stations are designated as RIFF2,
WCSX Deep Trax and More Magic
respectively.
The supplemental channels are heard
online and on multicast HD Radios.

HD Radi
49Ap
-ir
• Huh? it.
• Weirdly positive association with
HDTV?
• Confusion with RDS

Fred Jacobs, president of Jacobs Media, tested awareness of HD Radio.
`RIFF2' appears on the XM band. We've
got some explaining to do."
RIFF2 is not asatellite channel, but a
local multicast channel.
Three Greater Media FMs converted to
1130C in Detroit are multicasting.
The IBOC stations are WRIF, WCSX
and WMGC; their companion multicast

WATCH

RIFF2 is a "made in Detroit" mix of
alternative and indie rock, hip-hop and
punk. Greater Media calls RIFF2 anew
execution of the WRIF format targeting
18- 24- year- olds. WCSX Deep Trax
HD2 airs classic rock songs outside the

regular format. More Magic is a soft
AC format.
Higher denominator
Bender positioned multicasting as the
chance for radio to save itself from obsolescence. "Our most successful format now is
stripping everything out and putting it onto
an iPod. We get this wrong, and we're out
of business," he said.
"Please resist the temptation to criticize
an analog competitor. This is agreat opportunity to raise the denominator and to do it
without taking big risks," said Bender.
Programmers need to think way out of
the box when programming multicast formats, and the next 12 to 24 months are a
chance to experiment while the supplemental channels remain commercial-free, providing achance to re-distribute the spot load
across more outlets some day, he said.
"Encourage programmers to break their
own dogma" and go beyond traditional
sources for music for these channels, he recommended, although he admits that's harder than it sounds, given the programming
restraints imposed for business reasons over
the past two deewles.
In the survey of multicast listeners mentioned by Greater Media Detroit, respondents were asked if they were aware the station was transmitting in HD Radio; 60
percent of RIFF listeners said yes; 59 percent of More Magic listeners did.
In 2004, the term "HD Radio" meant
nothing to listeners, Bender said. "We're
working in mentions as they're logical in
formats. Idid not expect 59 percent to be
aware already!'
See CONFUSION, page 5

Attention...Station Owners...CEs...GIVIs...SIVIs...PDs...NDs...

Goldman Forms Consultancy
DALLAS Prominent radio engineer Bert Goldman is leaving First
Broadcasting on afull-time basis to form his own consultancy, called Goldman
Engineering Management, based in Dallas.
He also becomes senior technical advisor and honorary chairman of his former employer's new RF signal propagation lab, set to open this month; see story
on page 2.
Goldman was senior vice president of engineering at First, where much of his
work involved station upgrades.
Goldman had been with First 3-1/2 years. Before that he was vice president
of engineering for ABC Radio and spent 17 years at Shamrock Broadcasting as
vice president of engineering. He held similar positions at Patterson
Broadcasting and Nationwide Communications prior to consolidation.
He told Radio World the time was right to make achange. "Getting out on
my own is something I've always wanted to do. This the right time, given where
the broadcast industry is in general and where HD Radio in particular is in its
rollout."
How much of his time will be spent on the lab and what his advisor role
entails were not publicly defined at press time.
The company's concept is to offer "as needed" engineering management services, said Goldman. "Clients may include broadcasters who cannot otherwise
justify the expense of having a full-time group engineering manager but who
could use someone with that expertise to help them more efficiently operate
their stations. Also, larger operators may need some extra help to reinforce their
own resources."
He'll offer sale preparation for station sellers and due diligence or pre-acquisition analysis for station buyers. "We will be able to help with facility and
engineering personnel assessment, capital budget planning, relocation planning
and coverage analysis," Goldman said.
His expertise, he said, includes analyzing both business and technical conditionkhelping stations decide if digital conversions makes sense, and if so, how
to ffl plan for them.
Goldman studied broadcast management with supporting courses in engineering and business administration at the University of Maryland. A past chairman
of the NAB FM Transmission Committee and the EIA DAR Field Test Task
Group, he is active in IBOC development as a member of the NAB Spectrum
Integrity Task Force and the DAB Subcommittee of the NRSC.
— Leslie Stitnson
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They Looked Beyond Y2K
What will U.S. broadcast radio look
like in the future?
That's acommon theme in our pages.
Sometimes, though, it's fun to look back
at what people thought it would look like
today.
In a 1999 supplement about transmission technologies, Iasked writer and
engineer Mario Hieb to talk to industry
experts and have them peek into their
crystal balls to predict industry changes
five years down the road. Now that the
fifth anniversary has passed, let's review
what they said. Then tell me how you
think they did and what you think radio
will look like five years from now.
Maybe I'll quote you in 2011.
Many thanks to the folks who fearlessly offered predictions, knowing these
might come back to bite them. (Job titles
refer to 1999.)
Mario Hieb, CPBE, consultant and
chief engineer of KXRK(FM), Salt Lake
City —"Forget Y2K. What will AM and
FM be like in the year 2005? ... We'll
have even better buzzwords, like desktop
broadcasting, virtual FCC inspection and
OFEAS (Operator Friendly Emergency
Alert System)."
David J. Grace, president and CEO,
Nautel Ltd. — "Conventional AM and
FM will still be amajor medium in many
countries around the world because of
receiver cost. In highly developed markets there will be early and rapid adoption of digital audio via IBOC systems by
the larger broadcasters.
"IBOC success in the U.S. will lead to
demand by other countries and in some
cases, it may coexist with the Eurekatype systems."
Tom Osenlcowsky, consultant and RW
contributor — "Ienvision amostly digital broadcasting environment for radio
broadcasting. Some form of DAB will be
in place and most stations will have a
digital audio path.
"Consideration will be given to
redefining AM and FM coverage due to
the marketplace changes since tower sites

were chosen in the distant past, where
cow pastures have given way to urban
sprawl."
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Clay Freinwald, facilities engineer,
Entercom-Seattle — "From the amount
of investment Ihave been seeing around
here in analog AM and FM RF systems
I'd have to say that there is awhole lot of
money being bet on there not being very
many changes! In this market alone we
have three new FM master antenna combiner systems, about 10 new FM transmitters and in the world of AM we have a
major diplexed directional array under
construction in town.
"Not too sure that we will have the
IBOC battle solved by then. If history is
any teacher — and it ought to be — five
years from now we will be damned lucky
if the transmission system battle is over.
Then it will be time for the battle of the
set makers. Still sounds like technology
that is being driven by technology, and
not by public demand. It would not be
the first time for that concept to take root
in this country!

Paul J. McLane
from analog to digital radio broadcasting
will be well underway in the more developed countries. The complete conversion
to all digital broadcasting may take up to
20 years, or more in some parts of the
world.
"Many of the AM and FM broadcast
signals worldwide will carry a digital
component in 2005. In many parts of the
world where there is additional RF spec-

Some radio broadcasters may foresake

Cover of the 1999 Supplement

high-quality audio programming as their primary
Larry Wilkins, CPBE, assistant director
of engineering, Cumulus Broadcasting,
Montgomery, Ala. — "
To say that in the
coming years digital will be the normal
mode of transmission is no surprise to anyone. However, the things that digital transmission allows astation to deliver is another story.
"Whether it is IBOC or some other
form of digital transmission, stations will
be able to transmit multiple programs.
These may be from their own operation
or from asubscriber, much like SCAs are
used today.
"Another item Isee on the horizon is
the ability of stations to operate in a 'cellular' fashion, using several smaller-powered transmitters instead of one highpower plant to cover the market. This has
already started in afew markets.
"On adown note, the shrinking engineering population will continue to get
worse. If the ideas above do make it, who
will be around to install and keep it up?"

Expand the capabilities of the
with the

From the Editor

GL INK

service by narrowing the bandwidth dedicated to
audio and maximizing the bandwidth available
for other revenue-generating services.
—

Geoff Mendenhall in 1999

"DAB may well have found its niche,
but it will remain just that. Americans are
in love with local radio, and local radio
delivers. If radio broadcasters really
wanted to do something for themselves
they would have been battling for a
requirement that all cars have diversity
receiving capabilities. Already areceiver
maker has taken this one step further with
a 'high IQ' receiver."
Geoff Mendenhall, RE., vice president
of advanced product development for
Harris Corp. Broadcast Systems Division
— "By the year 2005, the conversion

trum available, fully DAB services will
be implemented. IBOC digital audio
broadcasting will be widely implemented
within the existing AM and FM broadcasting bands in the United States and
other countries with limited spectrum
allocations.
"The ability to offer new revenue-producing broadcast data services will drive
the broadcasters to make the investment
to convert to digital radio broadcasting.
Consumer demand for these new data
services will build, and the consumer
radio receiver manufacturers will
see Y2K. page 5
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gy, he said, because retailers and manufacturers have plenty of other products to make
and sell "without HD Radio."
Broadcaster promotion will drive
demand, which leads to retailers demanding
products from manufacturers, which, in
turn, will lower the prices of parts, which
will eventually lead to less expensive radios,
he said.
Ibiquity President/CEO Robert Struble
projected HD Radio prices will drop to
$199 this year.
Meanwhile, as HD Radio proponents
battle confusion, listeners in the younger
demos have made some surprising assumptions about radio in general, Jacobs said.
The term "radio" incorporates traditional
radio, streaming and satellite, according to
consumers in six focus groups conducted by
Jacobs Media on new technology. The study
was conducted for Arbitron as it starts to
think about how to add more types of radio
listening to its diary.
Jacobs said there were more negatives
than positives when participants were asked
about traditional radio, but one portion of
the answers surprised him: Younger listeners, ages 18-34, don't think of radio as
portable.
"When's the last time you saw an 18-34year-old carrying aWalkman?" he asked.
"They think radio is tethered to the car and
the nightstand."
There are signs of iPod fatigue setting in,
according to this study. Some participants
said initially they spent alot of time with
their iPods, but now they don't. Overall,
though, the product category still is getting a
lot of buzz, Jacobs said.

Confusion
Continued from page 3

But when asked if they would buy an HD
Radio, only 30 percent said they intended
to, he said.
He urged program consultants to recommend that client stations monitor the retail
supply chain for HD Radios.
"Don't pitch (listeners) to buy HD Radio
tomorrow. Everything we have done up to
this point has been to raise awareness of HD
Radio."
Bender told Radio World his multicast
stations tweaked their on-air slogans and
IDs based on the listener misperceptions of
HD Radio. Some listeners saw RDS text
and concluded they owned adigital radio.
Yet even in Detroit, akey Ibiquity seed
market with 29 stations transmitting in digital, including several multicasters, awareness of HD Radio is "vague," said Fred
Jacobs, president of Jacobs Media.
In focus groups this fall in Los Angeles,
Baltimore and Detroit, he found, "Some
people associate it with HDTV." He too noted confusion with RDS.
Broadcasters = chickens
Sapienza sought to dispel the chickenvs.-egg discussions about whether stations
or retailers should promote HD Radio first.
Sapienza told the program consultants gathered at Arbitron, "Content drives the hardware. There is no chicken/egg debate. The
broadcasters are the chickens."
Broadcasters must promote the technolo-

"The broadcast studio will continue to
evolve in two areas: software and controller hardware. A computer will store
audio, download it over the Internet, edit it
and play it into aconsole for mixing, routing and switching it to avariety of transport mediums. These will include the
Internet, the traditional RF channel, anew
digital channel or acompletely new medium. Program audio will be transported
digitally over both RF and telco links.
Concern over cascading algorithms — and

Y2K
Continued from page 4

respond with low-cost digital radios.
Some radio broadcasters may forsake
high-quality audio programming as their
primary service by narrowing the bandwidth dedicated to audio and maximizing the bandwidth available for other
revenue-generating services.

Radio faces amarketing battle to get its
message out and convince youth that traditional radio is not passé.
"Satellite radio has opened the checkbook
for talent, promotion and management:' said
Struble. He and other Ibiquity executives
used the rise of satellite radio, iPods and other technologies to illustrate why terrestrial
radio has to go digital and they too pushed
programming consultants to tell their station
clients to promote HD Radio.
$750 million
Combined, XM and Sirius have spent
$750 million on promotion, he said, and
analysts project satellite radio will capture
50 million listeners by the end of the
decade; in the traffic arena, the satellite
channels will have the look of local service
in two to three years.
Struble cautioned that HD Radio "is not
asilver bullet" cure-all, but if promoted
effectively, he said radio can position itself
for growth.
"We're playing catchup," he said,
because young people aren't listening to
radio using atraditional device but rather
listening to music through their PCs and
using those speakers rather than traditional
radios.
Traditional radio is locked in abattle in
the dash, Struble said, not only with satellite
radio, but also iPods, MP3s and other entertainment delivery systems.
"iPod docking stations will be an
anachronism in two to three years; you'll
have MP3s built into the car next," he said.

"They're after your listeners and you
need to respond to that. It's alittle embarrassing for (radio) to be the last analog
industry in the world."
Desired feature
Meanwhile, Pierre Bouvard, Arbitron's
president of PPM, subsequently named
president of sales and marketing, said the
HD Radio alliance "is going to be good."
He noted aJ.D. Power and Associates survey reported by the Wall Street Journal in
December that found HD Radio was among
the top three features consumers want in a
car, after aprice point was revealed.
"While HD Radio continues to play second fiddle to satellite radio, consumer interest in HD radio-compatible receivers
exceeds consumer interest in satellite radio
when the one-time fee for HD is considered," according to aJ.D. Power representative.
Stability control was the first desirable
feature, at about $300, according to the
2005 U.S. Automotive Emerging
Technologies Study, released earlier last
year. Premium surround sound audio systems ranked second at around $400 and HD
Radio ranked third, when aprice point of
about $ 150 was given to survey participants.
Ibiquity Director of Broadcast Marketing
Don Kelly said the company has commitments from European and Asian automakers to install HD Radio in eight brands and
30 models over the next two years. No
domestic auto manufacturers have signed
on so far, he said.

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

DAB may well have found its niche,
but it will remain just that. Americans
are in love with local radio.
— Clay Freinwald in 1999

"Analog AM and FM radio stations
will be competing for listeners with other
venues including: direct-to-listener satellite radio, cable radio, Internet radio
using MP3 or similar compression technology, IBOC digital audio broadcasting,
EU-147 DAB, IP-based radio over new
mobile radio or cellular services such as
3G audio services within the DVB-T
Multiplex, and analog 'micro radio' stations.
"Terrestrial radio broadcasting will survive in the face of competition from these
other venues because only local, terrestrial
radio can reach the mobile audience with
local traffic information, news, weather
etc. The current trend of group owners to
use satellite-distributed programming
which reduces local content, will have to
be reversed in order for the local terrestrial
services to once again differentiate themselves from other services that cannot
deliver as much local content.

the lack of astandard — will cause broadcasters to continue to drive toward uncompressed audio storage and transport.
"Fortunately, due to continually falling
bandwidth prices and cost storage, the
drive to uncompresssed storage and
transmission will become more and more
affordable.
"The technologies used in the design
of AM, FM, IBOC, DAB and DTV transmitters will merge into alargely common
architecture. All of these different types
of transmitters will utilize aform of vector modulation that requires linear amplification. Manufacturers with high expertise in RF modems, digital signal
processing, distributed control systems
and linear amplification will become the
leading broadcast equipment suppliers."
How'd they do? Want to make aprediction about 2011? Write to me at
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
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Tower
Continued from page 1

Towers and Antenna Supporting
Structures," which went into effect this
month, incorporates new engineering
practices meant to ensure the structural
integrity of antenna support structures.
Possibly the biggest change for broadcasters, industry observers say, is that
now, instead of a single tower design
standard to follow, several classifications
are now possible, allowing broadcasters
some flexibility in structure design.
While 222-G is considered avoluntary
standard, experts said it will gain teeth
after being
referenced
by
the
International Building Code and adopted
by local permitting jurisdictions.
Gauging the load
A shift in contemporary building codes
to aperformance-based approach in factoring extreme loading conditions — called
"load resistance factor design," also known
as limit states design — precipitated the
Revision G, according to Craig Snyder. He
is chairman of the TIA committee for tower writing and president of Sioux Falls
Tower and Communications.

pared to the load or loads induced, regardless of the type of load, according to John
Erichsen, principal of EET Lk., astructural engineering consulting firm.
Meanwhile, limit states design applies a
magnifying factor to each load based upon
several considerations, including comfort
level. Structural engineers have to predict
the load. For example, the weight of the
structure will get alower factor when compared to aload induced by wind. The engineer considers the probability that any given load will occur in conjunction with
another, Erichsen said.
"Limit states design also assigns adiscounting factor to the ultimate capacity of
each member based upon the reliability of
the member and its role within the overall
design," Erichsen said.
Existing towers are grandfathered in,
Snyder said, but such broadcast towers will
need to be reanalyzed under 222-G if modifications are made. Depending on the
findings, that could cost owners money.
"If you go from an eight-bay antenna to
a 10-bay antenna or looking to host additional systems, then the tower will have to
be reanalyzed to determine its support
capacity and compliance:' Snyder said.
"That could be an advantage or disadvantage. It could mean they'll have to beef up
their foundations."

The revision is considered the largest to
the rules since tower standards were
adopted more than 50 years ago.

"Around the world there has been ashift
in how structural engineers look at things.
The move is away from 'allowable stress
design' and toward ' limit states design.'
Those developments required amajor revision to the tower standard," Snyder said.
Allowable stress design applies asingle
"factor" of safety to the ultimate capacity
of the tower member, based upon the type
of capacity that is defined. The result is an
allowable capacity, which is then corn-

222-G affects existing and proposed
AM antenna structures as well as towers
supporting FMs, Snyder said.
Snyder and his committee of tower
erection contractors and structural engineers began work on the latest revision
— considered the largest to the rules
since tower standards were adopted
more than 50 years ago — in 1998. The
American National Standards Institute
requires that tower standards be

ly. Before, it was aone-size-fits-all standard. Now, some structures will require
higher reliability standards," Snyder said.
"The advantage is that one could downrate their structure if it's in the middle of a
cornfield and not essential, so it could be
built with lighter weight materials. There is
arisk and reward now for broadcasters
willing to take abit of risk."
The owner/user and the structural engineer of record decide the tower's classification, Snyder said, with the structural
engineer having the final say.

Mark Malouf inspects aself-supporting
tower that fell during Hurricane Rita.
reviewed every five years.
Among the new provisions in 222-G are
load calculations for wind and ice loading,
topographic categories, design stresses,
soil parameters, climbing safety and seismic loading considerations for towers in
areas prone to earthquakes.
Possibly the biggest change in the tower
standard, and the one that could have the
greatest impact on broadcasters, is the
introduction of three structure classifications, he said.
Category Istructures present alow hazard to human life and are used for non-critical communication services. Category II
structures represent asubstantial risk to
human life and are used for services that
could be provided by other means.
Category III structures are considered
essential facilities with substantial risk to
human life upon failure, Snyder said.
Broadcast towers might be classified
into any of the three, Snyder said, depending on location and whether they are considered essential facilities.
"Not all structures will be treated equal-

1;:j-1149,. Au dio processing for FM, multiple HD
3P7- Radio programs and 5.1 Surround?
ZOO
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FM, main HD and up to two
supplemental HD channels.

Yes, it has all the
multiband processing
functionality you expect.
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Ice and soil
Revision G will result in amore thorough analysis of towers while eliminating
shortcuts in the design of structures, Snyder
said.
"Overall, there will be benefits to broadcasters in terms of acceptance of this new
standard and in keeping with engineering
principals across the board. It may be more
restrictive in some cases, but less so in others. Our preliminary results show some
loads getting lighter and others getting
heavier. We just don't have enough data
yet," Snyder said.
John Wahba, senior vice president of
engineering for Radian Communications
Services, said 222-G requires that wind
loading be calculated using three-second
wind gusts, instead of fastest mile per hour.
It also eliminates the use of the "normal
soil" definition, replacing it with "presumptive" soil parameters for use in clay and
sandy soils, which will likely require geotechnical reports.
Defining the characteristics of the soil

Notable Changes
to 222-G:
Geotechnical Investigations: Used
to determine the ultimate bearing
capacities for each soil layer at recommended bearing depth.
Presumptive Soil Parameters:
Specific parameters for sand and clay
soils allow structural engineers to use
more exact parameters when determining bearing load capacities and tower
anchoring minimums.
Classification of Structures:
Structures will now be classified as
Class I, H or III. Order of classifications will be dependent upon location
of structure, hazard to human life in
the event of failure and essential communications necessity.
Climber Safety: New minimum
requirements for the design and construction of fixed ladders, safety
devices, climber attachment anchorages, platforms and cages will make
for safer conditions for climbers.
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Basic Wind Speed and Design Ice
Thickness: Extensive data collected
from the National Weather Service
will be used in regional estimations for
determining load limits.
Topographic Categories: Wind
speed-up effects at isolated hills and
ridges will now be included in the calculation of design wind loads.
Protective Grounding: New maximum acceptable electrical resistance
of the structural grounding system.
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Tower
Continued from page 6

allows structural engineers to use more
exact parameters when determining bearing
load capacities and tower anchoring minimtuns, Wahba said.
"Ice is another major change. In some
areas you'll have to use more or less.
There is much more specific data collected by the National Weather Service,
which is broken down county by county,
including wind and ice," Wahba said.
"The new standard is much more
demanding in the number of calculations
required and much more prescriptive in
terms of how to handle loading."
It's hard to say if the tower revisions will
equal increased design and construction
costs for broadcast projects, Wahba said;
the revisions may save money in some cases and not in others.
"In terms of analysis, it will take structural engineers longer to evaluate new projects or existing towers. They'll also need
to equip themselves with new tools and
software. There will be alearning curve.
However, depending on the classification,
the material cost could be lower," Wahba
said.
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towers as ' vertical real estate,' and the
changes will likely impact the structural
capacity for future expansion for existing
towers. We will pass any structural
improvement costs to the prospective ten-

Greater Media.
"I would anticipate cost increases in
some, if not most, situations compared to
structures completed under the old standards."

A lot of the gray areas have been addressed.
There should be no more guessing on things.
— Mark Malouf, Malouf Engineering

ants, if we make changes?'
The changes will "certainly have asignificant impact in any future tower projects or tower renovations," said Milford
Smith, vice president of engineering for

The latest revision should have "little
impact on the daily routine" of broadcast
engineers, said Chriss Scherer, president of
the Society of Broadcast Engineers.
"The heart of the revision covers loading

and construction issues, which are more of
aconcern to structural engineers. However,
just like familiarity with FCC rules is
important, it's good for station engineers to
know the standards for reference," Scherer
said.
Scherer said SBE is considering ways to
help disseminate the information with several sources being considered as apart of
member services.
Climber safety requirements, which
have been largely ignored in previous tower
standard revisions, were addressed this time
around, Malouf said.
"Safety requirements for safety access
are now in place. There are signage requirements now for the structure, including radiation field warnings and tripping hazards
for climbers," Malouf said.
Readers can purchase the Revision G
tower standard at www.tiaonline.m.

e

Radio impact
222-G v„ ill require broadcast engineers
to "familiarize themselves with the updates
and be aware of any changes made to their
towers," said Mark Malouf, president of
Malouf Engineering, astructural engineering consulting firm.
"They need to understand that the
dynamics have changed and that they have
potentially more flexibility with their towers. A lot of the gray areas have been
addressed. There should be no more guessing on things," Malouf said.
Broadcasters say they have been following the tower industry developments closely because the changes will affect current
and future tower projects.
"We have had structural engineers and
other experts in this area speak to our
regional engineering vice presidents to discuss the changes," said Steve Davis, senior
vice president of engineering for Clear
Channel Radio. "We expect it will add to
our costs in some cases."
Marty Hadfield, vice president of engineering for Entercom, said, "We look at

Who They Are
Broadcast quality, real-time audio over the public
Three entities are involved in the
tower standard writing process:
The Telecommunications Industry
Association is atrade association for
the in I
ormation and communications
technology industry. TIA represents the
communications sector of the
Electronic Industries Affiance.
The
Electronic
Industries
Alliance is apartnership of electronic
and high-tech associations and companies promoting the U.S. high-tech
industry. EIA compries 1,300 members and is headquartered in
Arlington, Va.
The American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) is aprivate, non-profit
organization that administers and coordinates the U.S. voluntary standardization and conformity assessment system.
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Radio's Future Hits the Front Pages
Discussion of Terrestrial Radio Business Is Now
Water- Cooler Talk at Places Other Than Stations
by Skip Pizzi
The changes that the U.S. radio broadcasting industry faces are now widely
enough known that they have become fair
game for the likes of the mainstream
press and D.C. policy wonks. Much
attention has been directed at what was
considered amature and stable industry
that now faces dramatic upheaval.
One recent piece from a Washington
think tank called The Progress &
Freedom Foundation has an interesting
take on what needs to happen for radio to
weather its current crisis.
For those who care, PFF is amoderately conservative organization that
focuses on media policy issues, and
which is supported by abroad range of
telecom and related companies (full disclosure: my employer is among them). Its
views are generally non- extremist,
insightful and pragmatic, and are respected across the political spectrum. If the
group's politics ever enter the picture,
they usually come down as strongly proindustry, mildly pro-consumer and antiregulatory/interventionist.
This particular report, "The Future of
Radio Regulation: The Need for aLevel

4‘Tuner Cards

Playing Field," is authored by Adam
Thierer, formerly director of telecommunications studies at the Cato Institute, the
leading voice of Libertarian politics in
the country.
Outflanked
Thierer portrays the radio industry as a
stalwart American institution now coming
under siege.

The Big Picture

He cites Internet radio, music downloading and satellite radio as examples. Satellite
radio presents the greatest threat, in
Thierer's view, particularly given its foray
into provision of local content with traffic
and weather offerings. He also makes a
convincing argument that although satellite
radio only reaches afraction of free, overthe-air (OTA) terrestrial radio's audience
today, all indicators point toward continued
strong growth in satellite radio's subscriptions, and he presents aplausible future in
which satellite radio overtakes OTA radio

by Skip Pizzi
Thierer portrays the radio industry as a stalwart
American institution now coming under siege.

He presents the case that radio seemed
impervious to competition for so long, having spent its early years without any significant competition, and then surviving
onslaughts from records, television, the
Walkman and CDs. Yet today, he counters,
radio is becoming outflanked by both the
sheer number of emerging media alternatives, and the more specifically direct
nature of their competitive services.

THE TECHNOLOGY YOU NEED TODAY. AND TOMORROW. AudioScience's
expanding line of professional audio solutions gives broadcasters the
tools they need to stay ahead. Tuner Cards to monitor and log content on
8audio channels at once. CobraNet Cards and Interfaces to stream audio
over Ethernet and route connections from your PC. Soundcards that are
Built for Broadcast
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with innovations like MRX Multi- Rate Mixing and
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choose AudioScience. Learn more by calling + 1-302-324-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.com.
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just as cable and satellite TV have done to
OTA television broadcasting.
Tangentially, this also calls into question
apoint made by others that cable and satellite TV have reached their dominance coincidental to the period of OTA TV's forced
digital transition, significantly reducing the
return on investment of OTA's investment
in digital conversion. Apply this to
Thierer's view of radio's future, and it gives
radio broadcasters some pause as they consider the costs of IBOC conversion.
Of course, the costs of doing so for radio
are proportionally less than TV's, and the
transition is voluntary in radio's case.
Nevertheless, radio broadcasters may hold
unrealistically high expectations for digital
ROI if Thierer's predictions come to pass.
Criticizing NAB 's solution
The main premise ot the paper is, as the
title suggests, the need for re-regulation of
radio.
Thierer contends that radio is unfairly
fettered by regulations that are no longer
necessary in light of so much new competition, and that market forces should be used
to set boundaries rather than regulatory
mandates. Moreover, he argues that having
radio be bound by its current regulations,
from which its new competitors are largely
exempt, creates an unlevel playing field.
He then cites the radio industry's
response, as presented by the NAB, as one
in which the disparity is solved by "regulating up" the new competitors — specifically
satellite radio, which NAB has called upon
the FCC to further restrict in its moves
toward addition of localized content. (This
is what Iwould call leveling the playing
field by tilting the grandstand.)
Thierer contends that this approach is
short-sighted and dangerous, and instead
advocates a solution that "deregulates
down" OTA radio.
He enumerates the myriad regulations
placed on OTA radio in the name of "public
interest," which involve content restrictions
(e.g., indecent speech, political broadcasting, PSAs and community info obligations)
as well as business practices (e.g., payola,
ownership caps), arguing that it is easier to
relax or remove these rules from an established, highly regulated business than it is
to add new regulations to emerging, speculative businesses. He also points out that
satellite radio might not be the only entity
to provide competitive local service (e.g.,
wireless Internet providers could do the
same or more in the near future), so aregu-

latory solution might soon run out of fingers to plug holes in the dike.
As another aside, note that Canadian
radio broadcasters, who are subject to even
more stringent and intrusive content regulations including the amount of Canadianoriginated content they must play, their
English/French language balance and even
the amount of new releases vs. catalog content they can air, have cited the argument of
leveling their playing field with new competition, as well. Some broadcasters there
have recently called for this dereg-down
approach in asking to be freed from these
rules, at least for content broadcast on any
new delivery formats (such as DAB).
Careful what you wish for
Thierer also cautions the NAB against
possible unintended consequences of the
regulate- up approach, since it would
require broadcasters to rely heavily on the
premise of localism.
Because the term is rather loosely
defined and not uniformly (or in some cases, simply not) implemented today by radio
broadcasters, any regulatory solution that
protected broadcasters from local competition might very well set more specific
requirements on how localism would have
to be practiced by stations. Like an investor,
if aregulator props up athreatened business, it may want more say on how the
business runs thereafter.
So protectionism invites control, Thierer
warns, and if local broadcasters are rewarded with regulation that guarantees them a
monopoly on local content, they can expect
even more intrusive micromanagement of
content by the regulators in return. And
beyond satellite radio's current threat, this
becomes aslippery slope, he contends, suggesting that each time another new-media
entrant is rebuffed by regulation, OTA radio
stations might face even more controls in
return.
Instead, Thierer advocates removal of
all content and business controls currently
faced by broadcasters, although he
acknowledges this as being abit fanciful.
He also echoes the point often made in
this column that broadcasters must begin
to separate their content and delivery businesses as adefense. But he ends with a
disturbing hope that at least some regulatory change will occur before it is too late
and the OTA radio broadcasting industry
begins to fail.
Whatever your politics, the entire paper
(16pp) is well worth aread by terrestrial
broadcasters. Check it out at httpilwww.pff
oreissues-pubs/pops/pop I2.27futureofradio.pdf
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of Radio
World.
Write to Radio World with your comments about this or any article. E-mail
radioworlde imaspub.com.
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Dials, Simple to Exquisite
by Mike Adams
In the Jan. 4 issue we discussed the
history of the radio dial through the
1940s, as seen through pictures.
Samples of later designs appear here.
As we noted, a rule of thumb is that
three-dial sets date to the mid- to late
1920s, small window dials late 1920s to
mid- 1930s, round dials in the mid-late
1930s, rectangular dials in the 1940s.
Figs. L and M illustrate the transi-

tion from the "round ' 30s to the rectangular ' 40s." Here are two high-end sets
by E. H. Scott, the 1937 Philharmonic
with its round dial, and 10 years later
Scott features the "slide rule" rectangular dial then in fashion on large consoles.
In my opinion the most revealing dial
is found on the 1947 General Electric
901, seen in Fig. N, aradio/phono/projection TV.
Its dial tells several stories. While the
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Fig. 0: Early 1940s FM Tuner

Fig. L: 1937 Scott Philharmonic

EASY ORDERING IN NANOSECONDS

AM and shortwave bands carried over
from the 1930s, FM appears with its old
and new frequency allocations: the prewar 42-50 mc ( megacycles, now mega
Hertz, MHz), and the postwar 88-108
mc. The television dial shows achannel
1. After the war, RCA and Armstrong
fought over that channel, previously the
original FM band. Armstrong wanted it,
Sarnoff wanted it, so the FCC gave it to
neither, but instead assigned it to taxi
cabs and other two-way commercial
users.
Other 1940s sets were portable
tabletop, plastic, as shown in Figs. 0
through S.
By the 1950s, shortwave was losing
popularity, AM was suffering from
competition from television, and FM
would not appear on all sets until the
end of the 1970s. The big news then
was the transistor radio, first introduced
around 1955. The ' 50s dial was simple
again. Early sets always advertised the
See DIALS, page 12
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number of transistors.
To me, the 1960s and 1970s can be
represented by the stereo receiver,
most notable by Fisher and H.H. Scott.
The word in 1960 was "multiplex." See
Fig. V.
I'll admit to a prejudice against the
ordinary ( read: "ugly") design of most
boombox and clock radios from the
1980s and ' 90s, but Iwill conclude our
photo tour by showing one of radio's
most useful new dials, now playing
NPR's "Car Talk." Sorry NAB, it's my
favorite!
Mike Adams is aprofessor and chair
of the Department of Television, Radio,
Film and Theatre at San Jose State
University, and advises the department
FM station, KSJS. From 1963 to 1973
he was at legendary AM WCOL in
Columbus, Ohio, as DJ and PD. He is
board chairman of the California
Historical Radio Society and author of
"Charles Herrold, Inventor of Radio
Broadcasting.".
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Fig. T: Early sets advertised
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The RF Connectors division of RF
Industries is out with acable tester to
detect open and short faults in coaxial
cable assemblies.
"This tester is constructed with the
Unidapt universal connector system
that allows testing virtually any connector with the attachment of the
adapters from the Unidapt adapter kits
from RF Connectors," the company
stated.
An LED front panel indicates Pass
or Fail with a red light/green light.
The tester saves time by indicating
whether the failure is due to a short,
open conductor or open shield.
The RFA4018-20 is powered by a
9- volt battery. It is lightweight and
portable for remote site use.
The unit is available from RF
Connectors distributors.
For information call the company
in California at (800) 233-1728 or visit www.ffindustries.com.

RFS Takes Portal
Approach to Site
ruousnea six times a year. mis " deep tecri version of Radio World is pure
technology, with articles written by engineers for engineers—edited by an
engineer active in the industry. White papers, in-depth engineering session
coverage, technical op-ed and analysis articles— if it's important to radio
engineers, you'll find it in Radio World Engineering Extra.

Sign up now for your
subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.com/eng-extra
or
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sgn up to rece ve -RW-EÉ.

RF technology company Radio Frequency Systems is promoting anew "portal" architecture and site navigation on its Web site, calling the design unique.
The company says it has done amajor overhaul to www.rfsworld.com.
Using the portal, visitors to the site can select one of seven industry portals
with which to explore elements of the site. They are radio and television, wireless communications, in- building systems, in- tunnel systems, microwave.
mobile radio, and HF and defense antennas.
The portal perspective presents system architectures depicting typical RF
installations, which in turn are hyperlinked to relevant sections of the RFS
product catalog.
For information see www.ifsworld.com.

Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
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reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSL JS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look- ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.

On

!WI

A Telos Company

OmniaAudio.com

The "Omnia" and "SENSUS - names and their logotypes are trademarks of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp.
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TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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AM Site TLC Stops Off-Air Headaches
by John Bisset
Cold winter mornings are not the time
to babysit AM contactors. If you maintain adirectional AM, chances are these
little workhorses are hidden somewhere
in your site, switching twice aday. Like
all moving parts, they do need periodic
maintenance.
First, watch the contactor as it switches. Does the actuator arm move decidedly
or does it hesitate during the transition?
Hesitation can be caused by anumber of
things: the solenoid, rusty or binding

back to its normal position.
Movement of the linkage should be
smooth. Watch the linkage for loose
parts, and tighten bolts that have come
loose. Check the operation of the contactor after any adjustment. It's possible to misadjust the contactor linkage.
Also important with RF contactors
are the interlock microswitches. On
newer phasors, each contactor is linked
back to ago-no go tally light panel, as
seen in Fig. 2. When the lights illuminate, the interlocks of all contactors in
the chain are closed, and you can
.r1v4fer

Fig. 1: With power off, work each
actuator to check for binding.
linkage, or loose or corroded wiring connections.
This device moves; so during a
maintenance period, when the transmitter is off, work the actuator manually,
as seen in Fig. I. Turn off power to the
phasor control system as well as the
RF. Some controllers will interpret
your manual movement to mean the
contactor is hung up or not in sync with
the position of the others, and will
apply power — fighting you to switch

1

owe? ,

one of the first places to check. If the
interlock switch does not open, the
voltage is fed to the solenoid continuously, eventually burning it out.
A failure of this small interlock
switch can cause this kind of solenoid
failure, but so can a misaligned interlock switch. So in addition to watching
the actuator linkage switch properly,
also make sure that with each actuation, the interlock switches are indeed
closing.
Using a lock washer under the
microswitch mounting bolts should

1 Tower

3 Phasor

1 Phasor

2

Fig. 2: Tally lights help diagnose contactor failure.

assume all contactors have switched
properly. The small interlock switches
mounted on the chassis perform this
tally function.
Many older phasors used a second
set of interlock switches to open the
AC feed to the two solenoids. Each
solenoid controls one direction of the
actuator. When the actuator has
switched, the second set of interlock
switches break the circuit.
If acontactor is not switching, this is

connections are tight.
With astrong light, check to see that
the RF contact surface is smooth, not
pitted. Pitting occurs when the contactor is switch "hot" — with RF power
applied. Depending on the power level,
you may only get one or two tries
switching hot before the assembly
burns up. On higher power sites, say 5
kW and above, the contacts can actually weld. Disassembly for repair is a
bear.
With so many parts that can fail and
take you off the air, it's agood idea to
have spare parts on hand, and better
yet, acomplete spare contactor that can
be put into service while the older one
is being repaired. A good source for

Fig. 3: Visually inspect the transmitter air interlock.

help lock the switch down, so it won't
move with the contactor vibration. A
small drop of Glipt brand glue or red
fingernail polish will also keep the contactor switching vibrations from loosening these switches.
The last major component you'll
inspect visually is the RF connection.
Most AM contactors use some type of
pin-and-socket or pin-and- spring finger
contact assembly to transfer the RF.
Ensure that the bolts holding the RF

contactor parts is Kintronic Labs
(www.kintronic.com). Kintronic also
stocks inductor clips, insulators, an
array of inductors and both vacuum and
mica capacitors.
* * *
While we're on the subject of things
that can take you off the air:
When was the last time you checked
See TLC, page 16

Dependable AM Measurements
This AM Mod-Monitor features a tunable preselector and an easy-to-read display
Take accurate modulation readings right off the air with this
compact, full-featured Mono-AM monitor. Fixed and adjustable
peak flashers complement the peak- holding bargraph readout
for clear, interpretation-free results.

Audio- loss, carrier- loss and modulation limit alarms may be
remotely located, and an RS- 232 port allows full computer/
modem control. An efficient outdoor active antenna is optionally
available for difficult reception situations.
Model 520
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We call it ProFiler. Our clients call it indispensable.
What would you do with acomputer-based audio logger? Telos ProFiler's MP3 audio logging features alone (expandable to capture up to 8streams one one PC) are enough to satisfy most folks, but ProFiler is loaded with other tools...
like askimmer that switches to ahigher bit-rate when the mic is open, export functions that help you assemble greatsounding airchecks and composites quickly, and remote access via IP. But — as you can see — our clients tell us that
ProFiler helps them do even more.
Now, it's your turn. Tell us how you'd use asoftware logging package this powerful and you could win your very own
copy. First, discover all of ProFiler's capabilities by browsing www.telos-systems.com/ProFiler/. Then, tell us what
problem ProFiler could solve for your station; e-mail your ideas to ProFiler@telos-systems.com by March 31, 2005. If
yours is the coolest, we'll send you afree ProFiler* (plus, we'll use your idea in one of our upcoming advertisements).
Telos ProFiler. How will you use it?

AUDIO INETWORKS

Telos, the Telos logo and ProFiler are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation.
2004. TLS Corporation. All rights reserved.
'Free ProFiler p/n 2201-00017, includes software and one Telos ProFiler audio card.
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FEATURES
Refer to the transmitter manual for the
correct procedure. Misadjustment can be
disastrous.

TLC

frustrating than reaching for aflashlight
only to have it fail because the batteries
are corroded.

Continued from page 14

your transmitter airflow switch? In dirty
transmitter site environments, it's possible for dirt to clog vane/microswitch
assemblies, so if the blower fails, the
clogged vane won't move. This means
the blower interlock won't open, and
your transmitter potentially could melt
down.
When you change a tube, visually
inspect this vane/switch assembly. Be
gentle; some of the vanes are very delicate and can be bent or broken easily. In
a quiet environment, you can hear the
microswitch closing as the vane is
deflected by hand. Checking switch
continuity, with the power off of course,
is abetter idea.
Newer transmitters use apressure or
pressure-bellows type switch. See Fig. 3.
The little grey plastic plug on the left can
be removed and the set- screw beneath
this plug adjusted for best sensitivity.
MARKET

If you maintain a directional AM, chances
are these little workhorses are hidden somewhere
in your site, switching twice a day.

Like the contactor parts, an air interlock switch is agood spare part to keep
on hand.
* * *
Alan Fisher, engineering assistant at
Clear Channel in Richmond, Va., passed
on anote about keeping flashlights free
from battery corrosion. Nothing's more

PLACE

Day Sequerra Mod Monitor
Receives HD Certification
Day Sequerra, amanufacturer of broadcast receivers, has received Ibiquity's certification for its M2.0 HD Radio Modulation Monitor. It said the tuner is the first on
the market with AM/FM with multicast demodulation capability. Day Sequerra has
started filling orders for the receiver, which is available at alist price of $3,995.
Optional remote monitoring and software upgrades should be available in the first

Hi.)Rack, ModulatIon Mon.tor

mow

FI 11111111/t, HD

I

AUTO

CO Jan

quarter of the year.
David Day, president of Day Sequerra, lauded the certification, saying, "We
proudly continue to play apart in Ibiquity's transformation of today's AM and FM
stations to HD Radio, by providing this modulation monitor for broadcasters to
determine the signal and processing quality of their programming."
For information call the company in New Jersey at (856) 719-9900 or vim!
www.daysequerra.com.

Control Solutions

Model RFC- 1 B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

To prevent this problem in two-cell
flashlights, Alan suggests reversing the
first battery (+ to +, or — to —) with
SUPPLY

SIDE

Omnirax Broadcast
Furniture
Supply Side is a series of occasional
articles providing background about suppliers to the U.S. broadcast industry.
Here, Director Philip Zittell talks about
Omnirax Broadcast Furniture's line and
background.
What does the company do?
We design and manufacture furniture.
What differentiates us is our blend of
style, functionality and ergonomics, our
collaborative custom design ability and
fanatical attention to detail.
We work with chief engineers, PDs,
architects and station owners. We provide
unique and custom solutions at near-production prices.
How many employees do you have?
We have a staff of approximately 25
operating out of three locations in
Sausalito, Calif.
How was the company founded?
Alan Jewett and Imet selling on the
"streets of San Francisco" in the early
'70s. We were both licensed San
Francisco Street Artists.
Alan founded Sausalito Craftworks in
1974; Istarted working with him shortly
thereafter. And we became partners. We
made jewelry — and we still do. In 1980
we incorporated.
Sausalito Craftworks Inc. is the parent
company of Omnirax. We make the finest
brass, copper and sterling silver bracelets
in America. We still fabricate our original
designs by hand, and we sell to fine gift
shops, galleries and boutiques. We operate the jewelry business under the name
Sausalito Design.
Sometime in the mid-' 80s, Alan,
who's also amusician — and the driving
creative force in the company — bought
his first synth module from our local
music store, Bananas at Large. He
brought it home and found himself ask-

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface

Info:

• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators

• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

Omnirax
PO Box 1792
Sausalito, CA 94966

« Sine Systems

Phone: 800-332-3393, 415-332-3392
Fax: 415-332-2607
E-mail:
www.omnirax.com

• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis

615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

respect to the second cell. This will prolong the shelf life of the batteries, and
prevent them from corroding inside the
flashlight.
The only drawback is that you have to
unscrew the flashlight and reverse one of
the batteries prior to use. But this is a
small price to pay to keep a flashlight
working.
Alan Fisher can be reached at alanfisher@ clearchannel.com.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for more than
30 years. He is the northeast regional
sales manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Send faxed submissions
to (603) 472-4944. Submissions for this
column are encouraged, and qualify for
SBE recertification credit.

e

ing, "So, where am Igonna put it?"
We've always had a woodshop. Alan
liked to work with wood; and we needed
aplace to make point-of- purchase displays for our jewelry, which has evolved
into a second business of its own. He
couldn't find astudio rack to fit his needs
so he made a 12-space slant rack out of
oak plywood. We built two. Alan took
one to his studio and the other up to
Bananas. They sold theirs that weekend.
Omnirax was born.
So what started as a few models of
rolling 19-inch racks grew to acomprehensive line of integrated modular studio
furniture.

OIVINIFM«
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Omnirax seems to have made inroads
in radio. Why?
Well, certainly our experience as the
leading manufacturer of fine pro audio
studio furniture for 18 years has had
something to do with it. In fact, for years
we had been selling our Omnirax product
line to radio stations. We just hadn't
focused on the broadcast market yet.
Then in 2003, after we were approached
by Entravision Project Engineer John
Buckham to design and build 27 rooms for
their new flagship facility in L.A., we realized that broadcast furniture and radio stations in particular had needs that were suited to our strengths.
We really listen to customers; we don't
believe in boilerplate production drawings dropped into a floor plan. We're a
good size, too — small enough to give
every job apersonal touch, large enough
to outfit acomplete facility. And we're
straight-shooters. It's important to us to
provide ahigh-quality product at aprice
people can afford.
Our Innova line, which combines
modular components with customized
shapes, made its debut at Infinity
Broadcasting's flagship San Francisco
facility in early 2005; then we did a 10room installation for Bonneville
Communications, also in San Francisco.
After NAB2005 we won numerous
contracts from stations all across the
country and offshore. Two of these satisfied customers provided us with "instant
referrals" for two more jobs in production, KYSL in Frisco, Colo., and KNBA
in Anchorage, Alaska; and we have several other multi- room jobs in process
including seven rooms for Pamplin
Broadcasting ( KPAM) in Portland, Ore.
The response has been tremendous. e

Conserves AU.

Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable

—

perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new modular control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
HD Multicast,

RD Surround,

conventional stereo — Element

handles them all. Upgrade your studios with confidence;

built-in router control, and integrated phone
element

and codec support simplify the most complex

you're ready for anything

shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.

VELOS

COMPANY'

41
01.--edik

www.AxiaAudio.com
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ACanadian
Cox Marshals Forces for 'New' Band
Call for IBOC
Support
NEWS

ANALYSIS

In Focus Groups, Consumers Favored the

equipment manufacturers would only
ignore them at their peril:' Harper said.

'Expanded' Band Model for Multicast Display

fled by afrequency plus asuffix, a "layered" approach in which the name of the
multicast outlet is visibly related to the
name of its main station.
But Cox wanted to pursue the matter further.
The broadcaster funded 12 focus groups
in the fall, at areported cost in the five figures, to study how consumers would react if
given achoice between the "layered" and
new displays.

by Leslie Stimson

by James Careless
WINNIPEG, Manitoba The head of
Corns Radio, largest radio group owner in
Canada, believes HD Radio has achance
to succeed in Canada where the Eureka147 technology has not.
John Hayes also has issued acall to fellow broadcasters to push their government
to loosen Canadian content restrictions to
help digital radio fend off competition
such as satellite radio and MP3s

Corus Radio President John Hayes
Corns Radio transmits in digital using
the Eureka- 147 technology in Canada's
largest markets — repeating AM and FM
programming, as all Canadian DAB stations currently do.
"Corus thinks that the ultimate digital radio platform with the best chance
to succeed in this country is the
Ibiquity system," because the U.S. has
See CANADA, page 21

'I was shocked'
Radio World asked industry observers to
comment on the study and its implications.
Some program consultants and one
receiver manufacturer said several participants may have favored the second option
only because it was the last one presented
and that's what participants remembered.
One audience research consultant said
moderators can sway agroup, consciously
or unconsciously. But Harper said he put a

Cox Radio is hoping to use results from a
survey to start alarger national discussion
on how to identify multicast stations on HD
Radio receiver displays.
It hopes the debate will lead to an industry plan to implement anew display option
for the multicast channels by summer, a
source with knowledge of the issue told
Radio World.
The broadcaster, not yet amember of the
To the listener, it makes no sense for a station
new HD Radio Alliance, is talking to members of that group about the results and
to intentionally dilute its brand with a brand
intended to present the findings to the
National Radio Systems Committee at its
extension that has little or no relevance to the
meeting at CES this month.
Cox would like the NRSC to appoint a
main station. ... It would be like the Animal
committee that would recommend astandard, with acompanion implementation and
Planet cable channel carrying the PGA tour.
transition plan, no later than June, said the
source, adding that Cox hopes broadcasters
— Bob Harper
on the NRSC will "heed the input of listeners" and adopt astandard to encourage more
Ninety percent of the 156 consumers prevideo stream of the focus groups on his
receiver manufacturers to make HD Radios.
ferred the so-called "expanded or new band
Web site (
www.bobharpercom) to show that
"We believe that the industry, working
approach," according to researcher Bob
"there was no leading." The streams will be
closely with receiver manufacturers, will
Harper, who conducted the focus groups in
available to the public until Jan. 31.
use this research to develop an orderly tranLos Angeles, Detroit and Washington. The
A Radio World observer, watching the
sition plan to the expanded band as the HD
cities were chosen because they are key
Washington focus group discussions from
Radio receiver evolves and develops," said
seed markets for Ibiquity.
behind a two-way mirror, questioned
Cox Radio CEO Bob Neil.
Consumers were asked to discuss two
whether the participants fully understood
possible options. One would display multiwhat they were giving their opinions
Options
cast stations as an expanded FM band above
about because the concept of multicasting
Cox, which is not yet multicasting any of
107.9 — for example, as 108.1, 108.3 or
can be difficult for those outside the
its HD-R stations, has long favored a "new
108.5 — although the multichannel stations
industry to grasp.
band" approach to identifying multicast stawould not actually be broadcasting on those
Harper said, "If people don't understand
tions, in which the listener would see what
frequencies. The other option associated the
something in afocus group, they clam up
appeared to be new frequencies on receivers.
multicast stations with their main or "herand let other people talk. We didn't have
An NRSC group studying the issue disitage" stations, with labels such as 98.5 HDhardly any of that Ikept returning to the ' losbanded last spring with no definitive conclu2, 98.5 HD-3 and so on. This is how HD
ing' side to see what Icould pull out. They
sions, although it did make general recomRadios will, in fact, display multicast staunderstood it. If you watched their body lanmendations that the industry should focus
tions for the first few years.
guage when they watched the tape, they were
on the existing identification system. In this
The lopsided findings of the focus groups
really into the (second) version....
arrangement, amulticast channel is identi"were so conclusive that broadcasters and
See COX, page 20

Hear Every Nuance and Measure it
Radio.
M2 Modulation
Monitor.
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Switch on-the-fly among HD Radio, HD Radio+ FM analog and FM analog-only modes.
Just one of the features designed into our FX1 exciters when they were first released three
years ago And its available today only from BE
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Broadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: ( 217) 224-9600 • Fax: ( 217) 224-9607
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AMs ON THE AIR WITH HD RADIO
Station
KFYI
KTSA
KLZ
WQAM
!TNT
KMJ
WGAC
WTAG
KOGO
WCAO
WREC
KOJM
WIP
WTVN
KMKI
WTMJ
KHOW
WPRO
WJNA
WWJZ
AWLS
KENI
KLTT
WSCR
KFXN
WOR
KURL
WKDL
KCBS
WSBR
KOAL
KKZN
WWCN
WBBM
KLDC
WGY
WNYC
WOSU
KMXE
WCCO
KXNT
ARAS
KFUO
KOA
WKAR
KPOF
WFDF
WSUI
WHJJ
WPEN

Freq
550
550
560
560
570
580
580
580
600
600
600
610
610
610
620
620
630
630
640
640
640
650
670
670
690
710
730
730
740
740
750
760
770
780
810
810
820
82G
830
830
840
840
850
850
870
910
910
910
920
950

Format
News/Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Sports
Sprts/Talk
Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News/Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Tlk/Nws/Spt
Gospel
Nws/Tlk/Inf
AC/News
Sprts/Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Children
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Nostalgia
Children
Sports
News/Talk
Christian
Sprts/Talk
Sprts/Talk
News/Talk
Religion
Span/Mexcn
News
Bus News
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Talk
Sprts/Talk
News
Cst/Rlg/Gsp
News/Talk
News/Talk
News/Talk
Span/Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News/Talk
News/Talk
Religion
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News/Talk
Inspiration
Children
News/Info
News/Talk
Oldies

Market
Phoenix
San Antonio
Denver
Miami
Washington
Fresno
Augusta
Worcester
San Diego
Baltimore
Memphis
Havre, MT
Philadelphia
Columbus
Dallas
Milwaukee
Denver
Providence
W. Palm Beach
Philadelphia
Oklahoma City
Anchorage
Denver
Chicago
Minneapolis
New York
Billings
Washington
San Francisco
W. Palm Beach
Price, UT
Denver
Ft. Myers
Chicago
Denver
Albany
New York
Columbus, OH
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
Las Vegas
Louisville
St. Louis
Denver
Lansing
Denver
Detroit
Iowa City
Providence
Philadelphia

Owner
Clear Channel
Infinity
Crawfort
Beasley
Clear Channel
Infinity
Beasley
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
New Meo:a
Infinity
Clear Channel
ABC Rad.o
Journal
Clear Channel
Citadel
Crystal Boynton
ABC Radio
Citadel
Clear Clannel
Crawford
Infinity
Clear Clannel
Buckley
Elenbaas Media
Mega Comm.
Infinity
Beasley ,
Eastern Utah B cot.
Clear Channel
Beasley
Infinity
Crawford
Clear Channel
WNYC Radio
Ohio State Univ.
Radiovisa
Infinity
Infinity
Clear Channel
Lutheran Church
Clear Channel
Michigan State Univ.
Pillar of Fire
ABC Raoio
Univ. of Iowa
Clear Channel
Greater Media

1

The HD Radio Bottom Line
Total Licensed

tiLf

On the Rir

Station
WWJ
KQKE
WFLA
IRA
WHSR
WTEM
KTNQ
WBZ
WHO
KNX
WDIA
WIBC
KRLD
KMXA
KDIS
KFAB
KFAN
KBIS
KSL
WMLB
WHAM
KEX
WOWO
10AI
WTPG
KMZK
WMKI
ANDE
WXYT
WADO
WHTK
WTMI
KCFR
WIZE
WGRB
WCOS
WJLD
KMRY
WWNN
IDAS
KCFC
WOLF
WTOP
WLAC
KCMN
WCKY
KCVR
WKSH
WRLL

Freq
950
960
970
970
980
980
1020
1030
1040
1070
1070
1070
1080
1090
1110
1110
1130
1160
1160
1160
1180
1190
1190
1200
1230
1240
1260
1260
1270
1280
1280
1290
1340
1340
1390
1400
1400
1450
1470
1480
1490
1490
1500
1510
1530
1530
1570
1640
1690

Format
News
Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Talk
Internat 1
Sprts/Talk
Spn/Nws/Tlk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News/Talk
News
Old/Blk/Tlk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News
Span/Oldes
Children
News/Talk
Sprts/Talk
DARK
News/Talk
AdStd/Oldes
News/Talk
News/Talk
Nws/Tlk/Spt
News/Talk
Sprts/Talk
ChrsContemp
Children
Sports
Talk
Spn/Nws/Spt
Talk
Classical
News/Info
Adlt Stndrd
Black Gospl
Sports
RgB/Tlk/Gsp
Adlt Stndrd
Motivationl
Gospel
News/Talk
Children
News
Nws/Tlk/Spt
Adlt Stndrd
Talk
Span/RhyB1
Children
Oldies

Market
Detroit
San Francisco
Tampa- St. Pete
Madison
Miami
Washington
Los Angeles
Boston
Des Moines
Los Angeles
Memphis
Indianapolis
Dallas
Denver
Los Angeles
Omaha
Minneapolis
Dallas
Salt Lake City
Atlanta
Rochester
Portland, OR
Ft. Wayne
San Antonio
Columbus, OH
Billings
Boston
Indianapolis
Detroit
New York
Rochester
Hartford
Denver
Dayton, OH
Chicago
Columbia, SC
Birmingham
Cedar Rapids
Miami
Philadelphia
Denver
Syracuse
Washington
Nashville
Colo. Springs
Cincinnati
Stockton, CA
Milwaukee
Chicago, IL

Market Penetrat
"tectie lite
13,599 & HU S ons
(excludes tPtills)

Owner
Infinity
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
lis. Public Radio
Beasley
Clear Channel
Univision
Infinity
Clear Channel
Infinity
Clear Channel
Emmis
Infinity
Entravision
ABC Radio
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
First Broadcasting
Bonneville
Atlanta Area Bcst.
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Federated Media
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Elenbaas Media
ABC Radio
Clear Channel
Infinity
Univision Radio
Clear Channel
Marlin Bdst.
Colo. Public Radio
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Clear Channel
Richardson Bdcst.
Sellers
Beasley
Clear Channel
Colo. Public Radio
WOLF Radio
Bonneville
Clear Channel
Crawford
Clear Channel
Entravision
ABC Radio
Clear Channel

um er
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WFIT Goes IBOC
Non-commercial
WFIT(FM)
in
Melbourne, Fla. went HD Radio recently.
Harris believes the station, licensed to the
Florida Institute of Technology, was the
first such conversion in Brevard County,
home of Harris' corporate headquarters in
Melbourne.
Several Harris executives were at the
September launch ceremony, including
Chairman Howard Lance.
The jazz-formatted Class A WFIT also
received FCC approval to multicast its digital signal but station executives have not yet
decided on aformat, Harris stated.
The digital gear installed included a
Harris Z- Series Z6HDC solid-state
hybrid FM/IBOC transmitter, Harris
DexStar FM IBOC exciter and a Harris

Site Prep: Preparations for installation of
the Harris Z6HDC HD Radio Transmitter
at WFIT. Also pictured is the station's
Harris FM5K transmitter, used for analog broadcasts. Mike O'Neill from
Theatre Support Systems is working
on site preparation.

o

WFIT managers with Harris engineers and technicians who assisted with
antenna damage during Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne, from left:
Todd Kennedy, Scott Swartley, Steve Hoffmeister, Terri Wright,
Ryan McGuire, Josh Laney, Phil Waddell (kneeling), George Fox.

You asked for a
bulletproof
console.

(IN( ! I()N

•
SELECT

OK, maybe we're taking things abit literally. But if a Mosaic
console panel can stop abullet, we figure it should be able
to stand up to your board operators' daily abuse. The
Mosaic's extra- rugged construction, combined with some
of the most advanced control and operation features on
the market, give your station the versatility you want with
the durability you need. In short, bulletproof operation.

Mosaic

Where art meets technology

The Mosaic is ascalable, flexible control surface for the
Logitek Audio Engine, adigital router that streamlines
your installations and simplifies complex audio tasks.
We really did shoot a bullet at a Mosaic panel. The
bullet dented the panel, but it didn't puncture it. For
details on how the Logitek Mosaic bullet test was
conducted, visit www.logitekaudio.com/bullet.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com

1.800.231.5870
www.logitekaudio.com

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

NeuStar HD-FM codec pre-conditioner.
Other pieces of the Harris package
include an Optimod-FM 8300 digital
processor, Myat transmission line, Bird
BPM Series Broadcast Power Monitor, and
two Kenwood monitoring units: An KTCHR100 HD Radio tuner and a KDC
MP6025 receiver.
Harris also helped WFIT get back on
the air last year after being knocked off
the air following Hurricanes Frances and
Jeanne. The hurricanes took out the station's satellite dish, eliminating its NPR
feed. Harris GCSD employees located and
temporarily installed an old Delta Gain
satellite dish while the station waited for
its replacement.

Cox
Continued from page 18

"I was shocked. Market to market, male to
female, the answers were virtually the same."
It's the marketing
The main point gleaned from the
research, he said, was that the majority of
participants felt alayered display is agood
idea only when the main heritage station
and the multicast channel carry programming that is related in some way.
"To the listener, it makes no sense for a
station to intentionally dilute its brand with a
brand extension that has little or no relevance to the main station. To them, it would
be like the Animal Planet cable channel carrying the PGA tour," said Harper.
A common complaint about the current
multicast labeling system was that it's complicated. Adding more numbers, such as HD
2, HD 3and so on, to existing frequencies is
tough to remember, several participants said.
It's unusual, Harper admitted, to receive
such adefinitive answer as the one his focus
groups appear to have given. "It means
something; now we need to figure out
what," he said. Harper believes more
research should be done.
Cox believes anew numbering approach
offers benefits. It would help radio market
digital as a"new" band, highlights for consumers the need to buy new radios and minimizes confusion with legacy stations.
The change also would minimize tuning
delays experienced as consumers tune
"down the dial," Cox believes.
Tuning up the dial is straightforward; the
receiver tunes in order. Tuning down presents challenges with current HD Radio
multicast receivers. Logically, users would
want areceiver to tune to the channels in
reverse order, beginning with the supplemental channels in reverse order, then down
to the main channel. But current units tune
See COX, page 21
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Canada
Continued from page 18

adopted it, he said.
Hayes, president of the group, which
owns 51 AM and FM stations, spoke during
a digital radio session at the annual
Canadian Association of Broadcasters convention in November.
"Content is what will drive adoption of
any technological solution," he told attendees, believing the promise of technical
superiority by promoters of Eureka- 147
DAB has failed to convince Canadian consumers, because "there is not an audio quality problem with FM."
As for the appeal of offering text data on
DAB receiver displays, Hayes said,
Canadians already have access to text messaging on their cell phones.
Hayes declared the only way for digital
radio to succeed was for the government to
remove Canadian content restrictions from
the new medium.
AM and FM stations here must play 35
percent Canadian music to keep their licenses, and format restrictions have kept top-40
hit-based formats off FM.

Polley, Media/Entertainment & Technology
Without such freedom, Hayes said, commercial radio will not survive in Canada
Convergence Group for a division of
Microsoft; he's also aRadio World columagainst satellite radio, MP3s and other competitors. "The genie is out of the worldwide
nist. He argued that FM did not grow
because it sounded better than AM, but
media bottle, and none of us can stuff him
rather because it offered different content
back in."
not found anywhere else on the dial.
Hayes called upon broadcasters to sell
Scott Campbell, U.S. media and commuthe concept of deregulation to the Canadian
nications advisor for UK Trade &
government. When asked how he would
win federal authorities to his side, he said, "I Investment, reinforced that message.
In reviewing the success of Eureka- 147
have no idea ... I'll leave that argument to
DAB in the United Kingdom, Campbell citanother day."
ed research by Eureka marketers that
King Content
showed "68 percent of DAB owners bought
their digital radio to get more choicer
Compelling content will attract listeners to
digital radio, said other panelists, who agreed
"Today IBOC has proven itself," said
Charlie Morgan, semi-retired as senior vice
with Hayes. Whether this content is delivered
president for Susquehanna Radio Corp.,
by Eureka- 147 receivers or HD Radios does
who added there were about 600 HD Radio
not matter, they said, because consumers do
stations on the air, with more added daily.
not care about technology platforms.
Skip Pizzi is manager of the Technical
HD Radio would succeed in Canada

21

where Eureka- 147 has failed for several reasons, he said, including strong support of
HD Radio by U.S. broadcasters and the size
of the U.S. market, large enough to motivate
receiver manufacturers to make HD Radios.
Add the multichannel broadcasts that HD
Radio stations are starting to offer, plus the
development of surround sound broadcasting, and the point is clear, according to
Morgan: It's time for Canada to dump
Eureka-I47 DAB in favor IBOC.
Glynn Walden, senior vice president of
engineering for Infinity Broadcasting and
one of the first advocates and developers of
the U.S. IBOC system, backed Morgan and
added apoint of his own for Canadian
broadcasters who oppose digital radio. To
these AM/FM-loving attendees, Walden
said, "There is no future for analog in the
digital world," he said. "Analog is not compatible with the digital lifestyle." e

Cox
Continued from page 20

to the main channel first, then find the supplementals, introducing afew seconds of
delay into the process.
Changing the tuning and the numbering
display is a software change for receiver
makers, not a major hardware retooling,
Cox believes.
Some focus group participants, identified
as early adopters, realized that with the new
numbering approach it's possible to program
apre-set button on the radio just above 108
MHz and that by hitting "seek" or "scan,"
they would hear a virtual HD- R band,
Harper said.
Some receiver manufacturers had hoped
that the research would include amore handson approach for the tuning experience; having
people take part in afocus group is not the
same as placing an actual radio in front of
them, they said. Participants watched atape
with asimple display of the two options.
One receiver maker told RW the disadvantages of the new band approach, such as
delays when tuning down the dial, were not
presented to the focus groups. Harper said
the research was narrowed for the sake of
simplicity and discussion. It's easy, he said,
for such discussions about HD Radio to go
off-course and enter areas "not relevant and
difficult for them to understand."
Other radio owners including Clear
Channel, Jefferson- Pilot and WBEB in
Philadelphia as well as several receiver makers advised Harper on the study design.
Although the study generated questions
about process, even skeptics came away
from the effort with useful knowledge, several said, information that will be helpful as
they work toward subsequent generations of
HD-R product
For example, several focus group participants stated apreference for having channels
grouped by format genre.
Such aprogram guide concept has been
discussed among receiver makers and industry participants as afeature for HD Radios.
Receivers would group stations by genres
rather than by frequencies. RDS receivers
have this capability, but only on aper-station
basis. A program channel guide would allow
the users to see the list for the entire
market. 4

No, we didn't put AM transmission
on alow carb diet.
But we packed aton of AM power into
atransmitter half that size.
Designed for the demands of both analog and digital transmission, the
4MX 50 — based on BE's patent- pending 4M Modulation ''— boasts unparalleled
88% typical efficiency into asmall footprint with aprice to match. All 32 power
amplifiers, each with their own power supply, are hot-pluggable and can be removed
and replaced while the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low-voltage power
supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one should
go off line. Local operation, diagnosis and status are performed on a15" XGA
graphical user interface and remotely via IP. Power levels from 50 kW down to
250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night. Contact BE for details.
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Podcasüng
Continued from page 1

since 1999 and podcasting since the fall of
2004. TNC estimated that 700 people,
including speakers and press, attended.
Some 30 sessions were offered on topics
including podcast production and distribution, marketing, content, hardware, metrics
and legal considerations, the competitive
media landscape, and finding business models that work in the on-demand world.
The exhibit hall featured approximately
60 booths from companies hoping to capitalize on the growth of the new technology.
The included downloadable audio veteran
and conference sponsor Audible, as well as
established device and accessory makers
such as Archos, Belkin and Griffin
Technologies, and anumber of podcast-specific startups offering hosting and directory
services, production tools, hardware and
support resources.
Unconventional
Prominent on the floor were anumber of
companies known to broadcasters and
audio engineers, including names like Telos
Systems, Marantz ( D&M Professional),
Sony, Audion LabsNoxPro, Adobe and
BIAS.
But that's where the similarity to astandard technology-oriented conference ends.
The mood throughout the convention
center was something else entirely. Part
old-style tent revival meeting, part computer users' group, part business conference
and part circus sideshow, the vibe was one
of happy chaos as the different worlds of
podcasting met and mixed and tried to
make sense of it all.
Everywhere, there were digital video
and still cameras, audio recorders and
microphones. Podcasters and bloggers used
the ubiquitous WiFi access and their everpresent laptops to post updates to their sites
from every corner of the show.
Former MTV veejay and podcasting
guru Adam Curry held forth in the
Podshow lounge at the Sheraton down the
street to recruit new talent, while Doug
Kaye exhorted his keynote audience at the
convention center to "Change the world."
Chicago drag queen Madge Weinstein, in
full regalia, interviewed conference attendees for her podcast as they entered the
exhibit hall, watched by the bemused attendees of the adjacent trade show of the
Portable Sanitation Association International
(or, as one session moderator quipped, "the
other portable technology conference").

In one telling example of convergence,
the booth of Los Angeles talk-formatted
station KFI(AM) was thronged with
onlookers for three hours on aSaturday in
November as broadcaster/podcaster Leo
Laporte conducted alive remote broadcast
of his show "The Tech Guy" devoted
exclusively to podcasting.
It's a business
Although the unbridled enthusiasm of the
T-shirted true believers was apparent
throughout the convention center, their intensity was counterbalanced by aslightly mom
reserved group of attendees wearing collared
shirts. (This being atechnology conference
in California, ties were in short supply.)
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funding models and business trends, and
according to panelists, the fundamentals of
the on-demand business are strong.
They see the rapid uptake of podcasting
by users as asign that consumers value and
want to use on-demand and portable media,
when delivered in aconvenient way and
when content is made easy to manage.
Panelists find that the costs associated with
production and distribution of content via
the Internet are relatively low and can be
managed by aggregation. An additional
advantage, they say, is that the portable
media marketplace for players and accessories is booming, with millions of iPods
and other mobile media players already in
consumers' hands.

into radio, as radio branches out
into podcasting with established programming and talent. A lively session, "How
Citizen Media Is Changing the Face of
Traditional Media," explored how news programming on traditional broadcast outlets
increasingly is looking to blogs, podcasts
and other citizen-generated content to complement and shape coverage of events.
Many were surprised that broadcasters
weren't more of apresence at the conference, exploring the possibility of moving
programming into this new distribution
medium. Aside from National Public Radio
and some larger public radio stations, very
few radio stations were represented.
Some believe that radio stands to gain if
stations embrace podcasting. Session speaker Dave Van Dyke of Bridge Ratings discussed recent research his company has
conducted indicating that listeners of radio
stations that distribute podcasts actually
increase their Time Spent Listening to the
main broadcast signal once they begin using
the podcasts.
The consensus of these discussions was
that podcasting (or whatever on-demand,
portable audio eventually comes to be
called) presents achallenge to radio broadcasters and that that they must learn from it
and adapt in order to thrive.
new voices

Photo by Dan Mansergh
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iLounge is aWeb site dedicated to all things iPod.
The company featured accessories to try out in the booth's
'lounge' and adisplay of various models of the iPod sold to date.
In ad-hoc conferences in the hallways,
whispered conversations in the back rows
of meeting rooms and at sit-down power
lunches of $ 10 sandwiches from the snack
bar, there was acommon refrain from the
collared-shirt set: There's abusiness to be
made here.
These are the folks who look for the dollar signs before getting too excited about
technologies. Although wary veterans of the
dot-corn bubble to some extent had to check
their skepticism at the door, participants who
spoke with Radio World seemed to find alot
to like in the future of podcasting. A common theme of these conversations with
broadcast and business people was how similar the show felt to early dot-com and
streaming conferences — though they also
seemed to sense more potential for areal
business with on-demand portable media.
Several conference sessions focused on

A number of business models are possible for podcasting and many are being used
with some success. Advertising, sponsorship, public radio-style memberships and,
to alesser extent, subscriptions may be
appropriate avenues for funding depending
on the nature of the podcast and its audience.
Whither radio?
Another continuing theme, and one of
particular interest to broadcasters, is podcasting's place in the overall media marketplace, and how it competes with established
players, such as radio.
Although afew vocal attendees argued
that podcasting meant the end of broadcast
radio, many saw podcasting as acomplement to broadcast audio programming.
Several sessions touched on the potential
for podcasting as a "talent farm" to bring

The broadcaster as podcaster
The most impassioned critique and call
for broadcasters to change and grow came
from broadcaster/podcaster Laporte in his
keynote address.
"Playlists and program directors are constrained and constricted. This is why radio
is failing," Laporte argued.
He is no fatalist, however. As along-time
broadcaster, Laporte know well what makes
radio special. "Radio is the first and best
broadcast medium, the original medium. It's
intimate, direct ... not like anything else.
You're in their head, whispering into their
ear?'
But, he insists, programmers must
always remember that the listener comes
first.
"One of the things radio did wrong is that
they forgot that they were local. You can't
forget to serve your community:'
Laporte sees podcasting as anatural outgrowth of this need, although the audience
for podcasts are built around ideas and communities of interest, not geography. Things
that people are passionate about will draw
them together, Laporte says.
"When you come from your passion,
that's when you succeed in podcasting."
The organizers are planning another convention for September.
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Harris Acknowledges the Little Guy
But Compact StereoMixer digital
Is Big on Features at $3,695
by John Penovich

ID labeling literally asnap.
Balanced +4analog outputs are provided
It always amazes me what can be
for Program 1and 2busses, monitors, mixsqueezed into achassis these days.
minus and talk outputs. AES3 outputs are
Ihave to admit that when Ifirst opened
provided for Program 1and 2 and mixthe box on my new digital Harris console, I minus outputs. An end cap-mounted headfelt abit like the guy in the old AMC
phone output has its own fader, as does the
Gremlin commercial from the ' 70s: "Hey,
monitor output. The mixer's meter bridge in
where's the rest of your mixer!?" That may be abit of a
stretch, but like him Ibecame a
believer.
The footprint of the mixer —
its full name is written as the
"Harris StereoMixer digital,"
complete with italicized, lowercase "digital" — is only 16 inches wide by 17 inches deep and
only 4inches high. This is good
news for asmaller station, or a
larger station that needs to fit in
just one more small production
room. In fact, Harris targeted
smaller markets with the SMXd, according
addition to housing the LED PPM/avg
to Rich Redmond, director of broadcast
meters also has an auxiliary front-panel
systems for Harris' BCD Radio Broadcast
TRS input for Channel 4.
Systems unit. The mixer was designed for
I/0s on the SMXd are located on the
Harris by its PR&E division.
unit's rear panel except the talent headphone
One of the difficulties in designing and
output and aux input. It sports silk-screened
bringing asmall-format mixer to market is
legends for channels, audio and logic condeciding which features to cut in order to
nector pinouts, making cabling and installamake the price point; but it doesn't seem
tion easier.
like much has been cut or even overlooked.
Digital and analog audio and logic I/O
I'll touch on the highlights.
use AMP mod IV trimp connectors, with
the exception of the start pulse and timer
Switching channels
reset output, which uses aDB 15 connector.
The SMXd has seven input channels.
An ample supply of pins and housings is
Channels 1through 4 are analog, each
included with the mixer, but you will need
switchable between +4 balanced or - 10
to obtain the proper crimper, as one is not
unbalanced operation. Channels 5through 7 included with the mixer.
are digital (AES-3). The digital inputs feaThe power supply accepts 95 to 264
ture integral sample rate conversion, acceptVAC at 50 or 60 Hz. It is arelatively large
ing rates from 32 to 48 kHz. All digital I/0
line lump that connects to the mixer via a5is 24-bit, and internal sample rate and outpin DIN connector. The connector fit is abit
put sample rate is 48 kHz. Maximum analoose — I'd like to see aconnector with
log input and output levels are 24 dBu.
mounting screws or some type of strain
External monitor and talk inputs are includrelief. Proper cable management and mixer
ed.
installation should prevent problems. A grey
Channels are stereo (line level for analog
aluminum cowl is included for covering the
channels) except for Channel 1, which is
back- panel connections and provides a
mono; and configurable for apre-amplified
sleek finished look.
talent microphone. A Talk button and assoComprehensive logic I/0 is provided in
ciated output is provided for Channel I the form of talk and warning tallies, as well
only. Channels 2 and 3can be setup for
as start pulse and timer reset outputs. Tally
mics as well, and mic channels can be conoutput closures are active as long as the
figured to mute the monitors when on. Any
associated functions are, i.e. talk and mic
one of the inputs can be set up for use with
on; while start pulses and timer reset are
atelephone hybrid or codec, and amixmomentary ( 250
ms)
closures.
minus is provided, both analog and digital.
Unfortunately there are no stop pulses proEach channel has illuminated Program 1 vided. External talk input also is present,
and Program 2bus buttons, aCue button, a and an optional Harris mic panel is available
100 mm fader and asingle illuminated
to control Mic 1remotely.
on/off switch. The headphone and monitor
The SMXd is sturdily constructed using
controls also each have afader and common
thick-brushed aluminum for the mixer sursource selection buttons. The on/off switch
face, side rails, hand rest and meterbridge.
has aclear removable cap, making channel
The end caps are cast with adurable gray

enamel finish. Removing three screws on
the back of the meterbridge and lifting the
top allows access to two banks of DIP
switches used to configure channels for
microphone or hybrid/codec use, as well as
various metering options.
This little mixer is big on features, but
unlike most feature- laden equipment the
user interface is about as simple and easy to
use as you can get. The spare number of
controls belies the amount of thought that
went into the design.
Simple things mean a lot.
The meters and the faders
are calibrated in dBFS, and
the faders are marked with
ared line at approximately
-12 dBFS. This serendipitously corresponds with the
reference level where I
work. If desired, both peak
and average levels can be
represented on the meters
(this is the default configuration), and the threshold of
the bright blue peak indicators also are user-configurable to light at 0, -2, -4or -6dBFS.
The meters follow the monitor source
selection of Program 1, Program 2, and
External or Cue busses; and are large,
bright and legible from almost any angle.
Even the hue of the green LEDs is pleasant.
The rest of the indicators and controls are
bright and ergonomic and provide good
feedback to the operator. For example, the
channel configured for hybrid use blinks its
bus assignment button to indicate from
which of the two main busses the mix
minus is being derived.
During the couple of months Iwas
able to use the SMXd Ihad the opportunity to see how it performed with avariety of sources. It never disappointed.
The sample rate conversion works like
acharm — MiniDiscs recorded at 44.1
PRODUCT

GUIDE

Audion Labs Ships
VoxPro 4.0
Audion Laboratories releases version
4.0 of its VoxPro software this fall.
The company says it includes an
"overhaul" of the file format, networking protocols and the way user accounts
and settings are maintained in an effort
to ease station/system reconfigurations.
Added features include markers,
Automatic Gain Control, auto-network,
zoom and improved effects.
Users can mark while recording or
playing back. VoxPro shows afloating
window with time line position and
marker titles. Right- clicking a title
allows note editing and auto-play from

Harris StereoMixer digital
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Thumbs Up
Clean uncluttered interface
Solid design and construction
Comprehensive feature set
Compact size

Thumbs Down

Id Unsecured power supply
DIN connector
No logic stop pulse

Testing configuration: EV RE-20 mie;
Grace Design 101 mic preamp;
Te/os One Hybrid; Tascam MD80 IR
MiniDisc; PC with LynxOne soundcard using AES I/O; Dynaudio
BM5A monitors
Price: SMXd Tabletop $ 3,695
SMXd Rackmount $ 2,995
CONTACT: Harris Corp. in Ohio at
(80O) 622-0022 or visit
www.broadcast.harris

kHz and input via AES-3 input to the
mixer were converted on the fly. Logic
control was easy to set up; turning on the
hybrid with its associated Channel On
button was as simple as making an interface cable. Audio quality is excellent and
the unit is quiet. Fader travel is smooth
and has a solid feel. The buttons also
seem robust and should last many years.
The folks at PR&E and Harris have
bruilt a great small mixer with the
StereoMixer digital. Clearly intended for
smaller stations, its comprehensive feature set and relatively reasonable cost
should make it a first choice for engineers in need of a compact mixer. At
$3,695 Jist, the SMXd js 0i:it exactly
cheap, but whe'n you take into account all
of the features, the build quality and the
performance of the unit compared to other small format consoles the SMXd holds
its own. A rackmount version also is
available.
John Penovich, CEA, CBNT, is asenior
technician for Radio Free Asia.

e

the marker.
AGC limits the loud on either or both
channels. The peak program VU meter
with a72 dB range also is new.
Auto-network enables users to network
VoxPro machines. VoxPro workstations
connected to astation's LAN detect each
other and stay connected, so users can
access their password-protected accounts
from another VoxPro workstation.
The 100X zoom feature facilitates
editing. Users can toggle between
Zoom and Normal modes.
Additional highlights include autoimport, which imports media files that
appear in a user-specified folder; E-Z
Export, which exports files to aparticular format; and improved time stretching and pitch shifting effects.
For more information, visit www.
audionlabs.com.
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY
•••
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PANIC

WAFT FOR
SAFE

WAIT
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Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
'our air, anc angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
:he FCC dflf Your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
lave a solution for stations large and small that provides up
:o 80 seccnis of the highest quality revenue and licenseprotecting delay.
Cur new HD dompatible BD600, 24- bit delay, comes standard
YNiith AES/EiBUI, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory —
twice as rrudh as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cougl, or mace ashort comment without being heard on air.
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reduction: Everride's catch-up and datch-dowr
and an exclusive: fast- entry- aid-exit feature which Allows
startinc abroadcast with the delay already built up to asafe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of celay.
For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTm mode
wnich allows up : o 10 secc•nds of delay to be adjusted in
real tirre ir 100 nanosecond increments.. Thib is usefil for
sy.nchronizing analog and dighal signals while onhair,, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.
Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect tie inte]rity of your air and the foundatior of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

The BD600 oiffers two different methods of delay buildup and

Eventide
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643 te1.201.641.1200 www.eventide.com
Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark o- Eventide Inc. ©2005 Eventide Inc.
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EVALUATION

Sony Forges on With SF Version 8.0
Now From Sony Pictures Digital, Sound Forge Adds
Audio Scrubbing, Scripting, VST Plug-In Support
by Read G. Burgan

software. Here are some of the more significant additions.

Ibegan using Sound Forge 10 years
ago. Back then it was the primary product of Sonic Foundry. There were few
other digital audio editors for the PC
Windows platform.
From the beginning, Sound Forge has
been astereo/two-track digital audio editor and has remained so as other products
added multi-channel support. In response
to the need for a multi-channel editor,
Sonic Foundry added the Vegas editing
package, which eventually evolved into a
video editing program.
For many years Sound Forge has been
the audio editor on which Irely. It is intuitive and stable, and Sonic Foundry regularly improved both Sound Forge itself
and the many tools bundled with it.
Two years ago Sonic Foundry sold
Sound Forge and related software assets
to Sony Pictures Digital. There is always
apprehension when another company
takes over an established product. Will
the same quality and innovation continue? Or will the product stagnate as the
new owner concentrates on other products?
Variations on a theme
Version 8.0 continues the tradition of a
high-quality, stable digital audio editing
package that adds sufficient features to
keep it competitive with other two-channel, professional digital audio editing
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Integrated Batch Converter
VST Support
ASIO Audio Driver Support
/ Scripting
/ Keyboard Mapping
1 Direct Export to CD Architect
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The plug-in chainer of Sound Forge 8.0 runs VST plug-ins
in addition to the Direct-X plug-ins supported by previous versions.
Sound Forge traditionally separates the
audio editing process from the CD burning functions, which meant you needed
two programs to produce an audio CD;
Sound Forge to do the audio editing and

sages, Black History Month salutes, FFA Week (2/18-25) salutes, Valentine's
Day vignettes and more will hoost your advertisers' businesses - and your own!

Call Claudia For Details

4

I.

MI

you set the standard for sales and
help you do that. Visit our website for demos
and information on timely featurettes and campaigns, that you can sell without resorting to rate-cutting. Winter Safety Tips, Don't Drink & Drive mes-

AVAILABLE

I +

d

cut their rates while

SPACE

8.0

-11F/ Integrated Batch Converter is
not compatible with previous
batch converter scripts
Price: Packaged: $ 319.96
Downloaded: $ 299.96
Upgrade From Previous
Version: $ 149.95
CONTACT: Sony Media Software in
Wisconsin at (800) 577-6642 or
www.sonymediasoftw

reativity in your market. We can

Sound Ideas for Building Business'
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(Rate cutting isn't creative. Packaging and selling our features is.)

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
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Get Your Rate. Get the Business.
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Digital Audio Editing Software -

AMU
.1/11/1
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STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

I .et your competition

CD Architect to produce and burn the
final CD.
Sony continues this approach, but a
full version of CD Architect 5.2 is
included with version 8.0. You can export
files directly from Sound Forge to CD

Product Capsule:
Sony Sound

Question,' Call us toll- free ( 88/0 472-2388.

www.gracebroadcast.com

WISHFUL THINKING
WON'T INCREASE
I'OUR BILLING....
...but

market- exclusive

SALES BOOSTERS

WILL!

Winter Safety Tips • Black History Month
Don't Drink 8,Drk • Valentine's Day • MORE!
Featurettes for Holidays/Seasonal Celebrations
CALL TOLL- FREE 1-888-472-2388
') at grarc •
4514 Cat Ma. Sao a
, se, sr«

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldk readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Claudia at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Architect without having to first open CD
Architect and then manually import the
files.
Under the File menu in 8.0, select
"Export to CD Architect." CD Architect
will start and the open file in 8.0 will be
selected automatically. If you have created regions in the file, they will be used to
create the CD tracks.
Ihave found CD Architect to be one of
the premier programs for burning CDs,
and Iwelcome this feature. It saves time,
Iuse it frequently and it works well. CD
Architect continues to provide the power
and resources Ineed to burn various
kinds of audio CDs.
Sound Forge 8.0 includes Audio
Stream Input/Output support for sound
cards with an ASIO driver. While ASIO
was developed primarily to facilitate the
use of sound cards in multi-track audio, it
enables the audio editing software to
communicate with the sound card hardware more directly and provides alower
latency.
In many cases, this will result in better
performance and might prove the difference when recording and playing at higher resolutions and bit rates — 192
kHz/24 bit, for example. The higher the
resolution and bit rate, the greater the
strain on acomputer's resources and the
more likely there will be gapping and
glitching.
Ihad some problems with version
8.0's ASIO support using the initial
release. Ihave not had any problems
since installing the latest upgrade. When
using 8.0, Irecommend you check the
Sony Web site to ensure you have the latest version installed.
Version 8.0 also provides the option of
selecting the Microsoft Sound Mapper
and the Windows Classic Wave Driver.
This lets you decide the best means of
addressing your sound card.
The ASIO driver relies on the sound

card's interface for selecting the amount
of buffers while the other drivers let you
make that choice using Sound Forge's
own preference menu. Ifound that sometimes when using the Plug- In chainer
with alot of plug-ins, the traditional drivers provided better playback performance.
Most digital audio editors include
some form of batch converter. Sound
Forge has had a stand-alone batch converter for several years. A batch converter provides a means of automating routine processing tasks.
For example, Iroutinely use the Sound
Forge Batch Converter 5.0 to restore files
with similar noise characteristics. My
batch files include aseries of impulse filters, a normalize function and a noise
reduction filter with apre-set noise print.
Ican let the Batch Converter accomplish
the basic digital restoration on anumber
of files while turning my attention to other matters.
With version 8.0, Sony takes the Batch
Converter from an independent standalone product to an integrated menu
within Sound Forge itself. The advantage
to Sony is it no longer has to support a
separate software package to provide a
batch converter. The advantage to the
user is one no longer needs to open aseparate program.
The disadvantage is if you used the
previous standalone Batch Converter, you
will not be able to use the previous Batch
Converter scripts, as they are not compatible with the integrated Batch Converter.
For someone like myself, that means I
will eventually have to create several
dozen new batch scripts to replace the
ones Ihave been using under Batch
Converter 5.0.
The good news is one can continue
using the old version, as there is nothing
inherent in Sound Forge 8.0 that renders
it unusable. Eventually changes in how
processes like Direct- X plug- ins work
may render the old version unusable. By
that time one should be able to create the
new scripts required for the integrated
Batch Converter.
Additional highlights
Audio scrubbing has been added in
version 8.0. "Audio scrubbing" derives its
name and function from the days of reelto-reel recorders when we would locate a
particular portion of audio by manually
rocking the tape back and forth across the
See SF 8.0, page 28

We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing abreath of fresh
air and are- energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest
and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect
harmony and focused on the success of your business.

From our innovative products to our forward- Looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether your
audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.
To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.hauris.com.
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FlashMic Connects Reporters, Subjects
by Carl Lindemann
Since HHB unveiled the DRM85
FlashMic at the IBC show in Amsterdam
in September, the buzz about this microphone with integrated Flash recorder has
pleased Sennheiser USA Product
Manager Rob Blumenreder. Sennheiser
distributes HHB products in the USA and
Blumenreder's task is to introduce it
here.

design that people respond to,"
Blumenreder said.
The FlashMic's anticipated ship date
as of press time is this month, January;
we'll have a product review soon. But
here are my first impressions.
My first look at the FlashMic reminded me of acelebrated observation from
science fiction writer and futurist Arthur
C. Clarke. He said that atechnology, sufficiently advanced, is indistinguishable

There are lots of recorders with built-in mics, but
this is the only microphone with a built-in recorder.
— Rob Blumenreder

The day after the IBC launch, he
Googled the new product to gauge interest.
"It had already scored 28,600 hits, the
kind of visibility typical for classic audio
products with years on the market. This
is one of the most highly anticipated
audio products in some time," said
Blumenreder. Of course, he's paid to say
those kind of things. But the product is
sufficiently unusual to justify agreat deal
of interest.
According to Blumenreder, the first
stateside appearance at the AES show
only intensified the interest. The fact that
the units shown have only been preproduction prototypes with just 10 seconds
of recording time hasn't dampened
enthusiasm. Sennheiser's champagne
toast press conference at AES was
packed, greater than the company had
anticipated.
"There are lots of recorders with builtin mics, but this is the only microphone
with abuilt-in recorder. There's afundamental simplicity and elegance to the

from magic. Here, HHB has managed
something like that — amagic wand for
field recording.
The miniaturization of memory and
audio processing has gotten to such a
level that the mechanism is nearly transparent, with the digital recorder integrated into the end of astandard-sized field
mic 9.6 inches long and weighing 13
ounces. This design eliminates the inherent issues with standard recorder/microphone combinations — there's no tangle
of wires, or having to look down and
away from your subject to check recording levels.
The omnidirectional condenser microphone is an adaptation of Sennheiser's KSeries capsule. The recorder built into its
base integrates a gigabyte of memory,
enough to record better than three hours
of audio at the highest, uncompressed
quality. MPEG-1, Layer 2 (compressed)
recording at 256 kbps yields some nine
hours. Dropping down to 128 kbps saves
over 18 hours. The company claims a
battery life of six or more hours for apair

of standard AA cells.
The challenge with this level of miniaturization is creating controls that work
for normal- sized fingers. The FlashMic
achieves a simplicity and depth that are
likely to go unsurpassed until a voiceoperated technology makes our pushbutton era obsolete.
Users can access options manually by
working through various menus, but the
preferred method is to sidestep this and
program these through the FlashMic
Manager computer applet. Here, instead
of being limited to the few buttons that
will fit on the unit, you open up the computer's interface.
There are nine user presets allowing
for the choice of recording quality, pre-

SF 8.0

confess Iam not familiar with those
scripting programs, so Iam not able to
provide an evaluation of how well this
feature works.
On the plus side, scripting should provide the qualified user with the ability to
greatly automate many common editing
tasks. For those who are familiar with
one of the supported scripting languages,

numerous keyboard shortcuts that can
speed up routine tasks. With the addition
of keyboard mapping, the user can create
personalized keyboard short cuts. If you
want, you can reassign the keyboard
shortcuts that come with the program.
This is one of those features that can
reduce the time necessary of repetitive
tasks.

Continued from page 26

playback head by manipulating the supply and take-up reels.
In version 8.0, audio scrubbing allows
one to move the cursor across a file at
varying speeds to find aparticular spot
quickly. The nice aspect about Sound
Forge's audio scrubbing is there are several ways to do it including the audio
scrubbing icon at the bottom of the
screen, three keyboard commands, the
audio event locator above the file or manually dragging the cursor while pressing
the Control key.
Ifound that each method works fine,
but my personal preference is the use of
the three keyboard commands. For those
of us who are radio veterans, audio
scrubbing is both apleasant reminder of
and a vast improvement over the many
hours we spent editing on atape recorder.
Sony has added application scripting
to Sound Forge 8.0, which makes it possible to automate repetitive tasks. To
make use of the scripting feature, the user
must be knowledgeable in ascripting language like JScript, VBScript or C#. I

HHB Flash Mic

Version 8.0 continues the tradition of a
stable digital audio editing package with
sufficient features to keep it competitive.
Sony provides sample scripts on its Web
site in azip file that can be downloaded
from: http://mediasoftware.sonypictures.
com/download/step2.asp?DID=591.
As one who is not familiar with a
scripting program, Iwould like to see
Sony implement a scripting program
based on keystrokes, offering much of
the same advantages for those of us who
haven't mastered ascripting language.
Version 8.0 also has added customizable keyboard mapping. As with most
audio editors, Sound Forge has had

Version 8.0 includes support for VST
plug-ins. With previous versions, if you
wanted to use aVST plug-in you had to
use a third- party wrapper utility that
would provide an interface enabling
Sound Forge see the VST plug-in as a
Direct-X plug-in. Ihave used avariety of
third-party VST plug-ins successfully in
version 8.0 and find the VST support a
welcome addition.
Additionally, version 8.0 is being
offered with the Noise Reduction 2.0
software bundle.

January 18, 2006

record butler, gain or automatic gain control, backlighting on the LCD for monitoring levels, plus various other configuration options. In the field, you can
manually set the presets, but it's much
easier to simply toggle between the nine
configurations you can preprogram into
It.
This arrangement makes the most of
the limited real estate available. This
leaves room for the integrated connectors
including a 1/8-inch headphone jack and
ahigh-speed USB 2port.
The HHB FlashMic design opens
intriguing vistas for what the future of
field recording holds. If this model takes
hold, perhaps the recorder becomes just
another mic accessory, like a wireless
module. It is possible this integrated
design might give way to aplug-in version that could be used with most any
microphone. Or later, as WiFi and other
wireless broadband connectivity become
ubiquitous, the idea of needing to store
field audio in the field may become outdated.
Turning the mic into an IP-connected
endpoint allows reporters to deliver audio
data directly to the remote studio or production computer instantaneously. We're
still a while away from achieving the
robust connectivity needed to make that
possible, but the inspired design of the
FlashMic provokes such thoughts. It's
our first glimpse of reporters unencumbered by ENG technology and able to
focus on more important things like connecting with their subjects.
One drawback is the price. The MSRP
on the unit is $ 1,400, which is very
pricey. Part of the problem is the value of
the U.S. dollar vs. the Euro. While
reporters using this on, say, the campaign
trail will be the envy of their peers, it's a
bit precious. I'd sure hate to drop it.
Also, the dedicated design is abit limiting to adegree. It would be nice to have
a long- handled version for working
crowds — when you need that extra
"reach."
The HHB DRM85 FlashMic is an
exciting concept; I'm eager to try it out
and see if it holds up to expectations.
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributor to Radio World.
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The Noise Reduction 2.0 plug-in collection features four DirectX sound
restoration plug-ins: Vinyl Restoration,
Noise Reduction, Clipped Peak
Restoration and Click and Crackle
Removal. The processing is suitable for
salvaging vintage vinyl recordings and
rescuing problem tracks.
For basic restoration solutions, use the
Noise Reduction plug-in preset parameters, or develop and save custom settings.
In summary, Ihad set out to test
Sound Forge 8.0 with some concerns.
What Ifound was encouraging. Sound
Forge 8.0 continues its decade-long tradition of providing a high-quality, twochannel digital audio editing package
for radio production and editing, and
independent audio production studios,
while providing new features to increase
productivity.
For arundown on the other new features in version 8.0 and minimum system
requirements, go to www.sonymediasoftware.com.
Read Burgan is aformer public radio
station manager specializing in digital
audio restoration, and afrequent contributor to Radio World. He can be reached
at ( 906) 296-0652 or via e-mail:
rgb@chartermi.net.
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The One Box That Really Can Give You 1
Amazing Audio From ANYWHERE!
Comrex delivers an IP Codec that's 100% reliable. Stable. Ready for prime time.
TascanProfessional 192 kHz
Portable Stereo Recorder
1
I
1
I
u
u

oI
s

I BRIC technology can also deliver wideband audio over 3G cellular data retworks like EV-DO and UMTS, as well as the increasing number publicly
I available of Wi-fi hotspots.The forthcoming Portable ACCESS will provide easy connecrion to data cards supporting these services. Studio
I ACCESS can aka be adapted to work o'er these services by using aspecial external adaptor. Contact Comrex for more information on this
ACCESSRACK

List $ 3,000.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
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AirTools Broadcast Audio Delays

MVP
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The Airibols 6100 is Symetnx's .24- bit digital dey unit for live broadcast. It offers advanced delay technology with up to 40 seconds of user
definatle delay at afull 20 k-lz range o' stereo bandwidth. Advanced delay technology means no unwanted "pitch shifting". For network
syndica:ion, he 6100's Automaion Control Interface offers the ability to automatically synchronize automation tones with the program
delay' The economical 6000AT Is son cally identical to the 6100, including the 40 second delay, but it saves you money by eliminating the
digital audiol/C. ESE time code.. and RS-232/RS-485 ports. Call for BSW's low New Year sale prices!!
6100

List . 2,999.00

6000AT

(NEW!!

OR CALL : 1800-426-8434

6100 0000,1:0CAS, Alle00 MIA!
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Broadcast quality, real-time audio over the public Internet. Really. It works. The Conliex ACCESS is the first codec to use BRIC ( Broadcast
Reliable Internet Codec) technology to deliver reliable, wideband audio over IP ne -works in real time. Studio ACCESS is designed to
provide network connections via an Ethernet Jack or dial- up phone line. Setup ability, connection management, and status information
are provided by the internal web server and accessed via any web browser. The browser interface displays audio levels, network
impairment information and connection status. User control, algorithmic parameters, and reliability options are also provided over this
network connection. Stereo or Mono audio connections are made via analog bianced XLRs or AES3 digital connections. An optional
compatibility module allows Studio BRIC to interwork with existing Comrex POTS codecs.

R CALL : 1-8 (- 42--84 4
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Comrex Access - Studio Codec for Internet and Wireless Remotes

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Lis, 51249.00
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ACC'aS.S;

Tascam ama2es again with the
aportable Compactfiasn
high- definition itereo recorder :hat's perfect fo. on location'
applications. It records up to 24-bit/192 kHz Broadcast WAVE and
transfers to y
oui computer via afast FireWire inierface.The
HD- P2 boasts professional features like aSMPTE timecode input
for synchron:zation to external device's whie in record or playback.
The user interface is designed for fast and intuitive use under
stressfu one- take-only situations, and its angled LCD is easy to
view. XL Rmic irtrouts with phantom power, analog peak limiting,
SO MUCH MORE!! Affordable pr ce! Se-eit at www.bswusa.com
HDP2
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Cool...Henry
Matchboxes with
USB Ports
(NEW!!)

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 2,299.00

OR CALL

1-800-426-8434

If You ThinkYou Know Everything About
TIME COMPRESSION, • maw Aqaba:
Henry En gineerin gUSB Matchbox
and USB Match Plus
Ñu i Read
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Time Manager

DIM

Aucrio Time Manager from 25-Seven
ATM from 25-Seven gives you the power to shift live programming in real time without compromising sound quality. Squeeze more time
(up to 6minutes per hour) without audio artifacts and glide undetectably between scheduled programming and added content. Use it to
clean up network feeds, run PSAs or add local spots for added revenue! By allowing you to delay the start of syndicated programming and
shorten its cbry.ion in real-time, ATM puts you ,
ncontrol of your broadcast schedule without removing content, changing pitch or creating
annoying artfac ts. Plus, it's easy to use. Get in touch with BSW today to learn how you can save TIME.
ATM

LowestPrice@bfflusa.corn

List $ 7,950.00

s529°8

from $199!

s199°°

'
469'
'659°°

LowestPrice

The Fostex RM-1 is the ideal solution for monitoring in tight
industrial environments. Features: mode selection: mute, left
channel, right channel, mono, signal; independent left and right
volume control; two stereo left and right inputs designated as
Input Aand Input B; NB input selector; headphone jack; power
output e2 H amplifier 15 watts into 8ohms; fully shielded.

The Neutrik MR1 audio generator provides
•••••81/011Ma.
acomp.eher sive set of audio signals for
performance checking, mainter ance and repairs. The batterypowered insrrument features low distortion Sine Wave 20 Hz-20
kHz, white/p nk noise, square wave, polarity test and more.
List 5579.00
List 515.00

List $495.00
List $695.00

from $469!

11•1111111MAIIIIIIIM Got Yours? The
Fostex RM-1 Sin gle-Rack-Space
BSW 2006 Source
Confi dence Monitor
Fostex
Book has Arrived!!

the Neutrik ML audio analyzer continuously
measures the audio signal arc displays the
results on an illuminated hires graphical
display. Measures: Level RMS, reative;sound
pressure,level; dstortion analyzer (TI1D-i-N), k2 k5 harrnoric.,;VJ & PPM meter; speaker polarity
test (fore spee&r types); signe balance error;
1/3rd oc tave spectrum RMS & SPL; and Scope.

MR1

USBMATCHROX
USBMATCFPLUS

OR CA : 1- 0 -4 6-8434

Neutral. Audio Analyzer
or Audio Generator

mL1

For use wit your computer, the new USB Matchbox gives you
pristine audiophile performance without the noise, hum and
interface problems that you can get with built-in sound cards. It
provides XLR input and output, as well as an RCA Aux input and
converts them to adigital signal to send via USB to your computer,
or vice ver. The USB Match Plus gives you the same great
quality cé tne USB Matchbox, but also adds some extra features to
enhance the sonic experience, such as easy-to- read level meters
and aheadphone monitor amp/jack so you can quickly evaluate
your aud cquality. NEW!! Shipping nFebruary.

RM1FOSTE X List $ 599.00

LowestPrice

only $389!

DJ Profile

Laffin Larry is the king of the remotes.
New car dealership opening? He's there.
Bagpipe concert? He's on it. Where's he get
his gear? Right here, baby, right here!

Our annuak equipment
source book has hit the
streets. Lock for it in your
mailbox, tt" as everything
you neec to build quotes,
plan your remodel or just
to find th.r. perfect on-air
CD player. If you don't hay
it by the end of the week,
go online and request
to be sert to you.

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.corn
San-eDay Shipping
.r,r;e• ,
J; pieue.rs.

Knowledgeable Staff

ere nave . 1

Our sales professionals have real- world broadcast and studio experience to
offer expert help with your equipment purchase RVii 011806

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
For the best prices on all or your-)COi risrt us on the web
corn or email us for aquote at LacvestPrice ..drswusa tom

1 -800-426-8434

WWW.

Christian Media's Newest Strategic Event

February 16 - 19, 2006
Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas USA

or
Innovative Media for aNew Generation
If you're serious about media, then you can't afford to miss
Reach 2006. The only event of its kind, Reach 2006 can help
you get more value from your media resources.
Discover new ways to capture and hold an audience.
u Identify new forms of effective media for your ministry.
• Create programs that challenge thinking and communicate truth.
me Integrate media into both worship and outreach.
Plan strategically for maximum impact.
Do what you do better. Just Reach.
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For more information or to register, visit www.reachconference.org
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Network Trusts BD500 to Catch Slips
Air America Radio Uses Eventide for Protection
Against Comments of 'Politically Charged' Guests
by Juan M. Diaz
Vice Pres,dent of Technical
Operations
Air America Radio
NEW YORK The year 2004 was an interesting one for people in my position —
some might say too interesting. It was the
year of the infamous Super Bowl Janet
Jackson costume malfunction. The nation
was mortified and the FCC reacted swiftly
by raising its scrutiny and threatening
ruinous fines.
Being tasked with operating a new
nationwide radio network in this supercharged environment was chilling. The fact
that we are the country's first openly liberal
talk show network featuring some of the
world's most outspoken progressive talk
show hosts and callers only heightened our
anxiety.
It didn't take much imagination to predict
that such apolitically charged format would
serve as alightning rod for passions on both
the right and left. And with startup finances
stretched to the limit, airing just one profanity could prove fatal.
As Air America Radio's vice president of
technical operations, it was my responsibility to build the right kind of protection. While
Iwas faced with hundreds of equipment
decisions, none was more critical than protecting us from airing language that would
result in massive fines.
We also were committed to producing
reasonable, thoughtful and sincere content
rather than spew hate and obscenities, which
was just as important to our staff and backers
as anew network. One thing that was crystal-clear from the start: We needed aprofanity delay on which we could bet our future.
My primary criteria for equipment selec-

tion are reliability and proven performance.
My philosophy is to equip studios with the
best gear from day one, so when Iarrived at
Air America Radio Iwas pleased to find

central control room and monitor the studio's 24-hour programming schedule. With
Eventide's remote control functions, the production staff is able to control the delays
through an SAS Rubicon work surface,
enabling producers to control the delays
from any studio mom.

Juan Diaz at Air America Radio's new Manhattan facility.
Eventide profanity delays in place. Ihad
used several of the company's delays at my
previous station and was convinced of their
reliability. They were in use from 1998 to
2004 without failure.
Every second counts
Recently, we moved operations into a
permanent home located in midtown
Manhattan. Our new full-service facility
houses all Air America Radio operations
nationwide out of acentral command studio
that consists of two talk rooms, one control
room, one production room and one news
room.
The Eventide delays are located in the

Four Eventide BD500 broadcast obscenity delays provide reliable, uniform performance throughout Air America Radio operations, with up to 40 seconds of delay time.
The first two units are used for the national
broadcast, one live and one as afailsafe
backup. A third unit is used for Air America
Radio Syndication, aservice provided to
local market radio partners that broadcast
select Air America Radio content. The
fourth unit is used for WLIB(AM) broadcast, the local New York station and flagship
home of Air America Radio that airs live
weekend content.
With so many of Air America Radio
shows having call-in segments, diligent pro-
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gram screening is imperative. Eventide provides the backbone of this screening process
from acentral location at the New York studio, enabling Air America Radio's producers to have control of every second of programming.
Centralizing our content monitoring
under one roof with Eventide broadcast
delays has made our production process
nearly effortless. For instance, Tom Hartman
hosts ashow out of Oregon via ISDN and
we channel live callers through the delays
out of New York. The result is aseamless
and secure broadcast, which will be invaluable as we continue to add talent and shows
from around the country.
Our entire broadcast air chain is delayed
by 10 seconds across the board. This gives
us the ability to control each second of content. With Eventide's Rebuild and Ram-Up
features, we don't have to worry about gaps
to bring our broadcast up to speed. The
delays have been up and running 24 hours a
day since we launched in March of 2004 and
they have worked well.
Our new network was faced with skeptics
who doubted aprogressive talk network
would attract enough listeners to be viable.
We knew we had to have "appeal?' With the
profanity delay keeping us out of trouble, we
used Eventide Eclipse effects processors to
create unique sound effects and voices for
shows and promotional spots.
The Eclipse, with its 90 effects algorithms
and 390 presets, is used as the go-to effects
box if talent wishes to provide aplayful
alternative to the traditional talk radio format. Our talent includes some of the most
creative (and funny) people I've ever had the
pleasure to work with. They use the Eclipse
to alter their voices during skits or promos.
They will have one normal mic and one
channeled through the Eclipse to create a
great back-and-forth effect.
Eventide's newest broadcast obscenity
delay is the BD600, which offers 80 seconds
and features aPanic feature that allows a
.WAV file stored on aCompact Flash card to
be played when the Panic button is hit.
See EVENTIDE, page 33

Ever wish you could just move the post?
Program logs can't map out the surprises in your broadcast day. But serving your listeners means
getting severe weather bulletins, Amber alerts, and other breaking events on the air immediately.
Audio Time Manager lets you insert important, unplanned content into a network show and still
have it end on time. No more make-goods. No more returning "
already in progress." No loss of
content. No listener whiplash!
If you can press two buttons, you can make extra time
when you need it. With audio quality so transparent
it will amaze you.
Move the post instead of crashing into it.
Contact us and take Audio Time Manager
for a test drive.

25- SEVEN SYSTEMS, INC. BOSTON, MA • ( 888)-257-2578 • WWW.25-SEVEN.COM
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Cluster Taps Prophet for Logging
DigiLogger Skimmer Enables Airchecks,
DJ Critiques, Logs Competition
by Chris Karb
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel Asheville
ASHEVILLE, N.C. The squeals from
the Tascam 112 transport mechanism
told me Ishould have left it in the
dusty closet where Ifound it.
The country station was complaining
about how long it took to find their
breaks on the VCR tape they recorded
each morning to make the promos. The
new AC's regional PD was screaming
for airchecks. The operations manager
needed to critique the jocks for all
three FMs. There had to be a better
way.
So Icalled Prophet Systems. Being a
Clear Channel cluster in Asheville, N.C.
— home to WKSF(FM), WWNC(AM),
WQNS(FM), WQNQ(FM), WPEK(AM)
and WMXF(AM) — there was no shortage of Prophet gear here. And we
already knew the Tech Support folks
quite well.
So we worked with Prophet software
developer Dustin Bond on a skimmer/
logger.
Performance criteria
Four applications were key.
First, it had to toss off productionquality files when any of the three stations' main mics were open. Second,
the stations needed to be able to drag
these into Adobe to edit for promos.
Third, the files had to be easily emailed to clients as live-read confirmations. Fourth, the OM needed to be able
TECH

UPDATES

DK-Levelread
Monitors, Logs
16 Signals in MSD
DK-Technologies debuted a software
product designed to help broadcasters
monitor audio levels emanating from the
station and transmitter.
DK-Levelread Windows-based software works in conjunction with the company's MSD meters including the
MSD600M++, PT0600M, PT0660M
and the FT0660M-LS, provided they are
running the DK-Levelread software connects to the Master Stereo Display using
a serial port, enabling it to read the
meter's PPM levels.
The software works by monitoring and
logging up to 16 audio signals in the
MSD, with each log entry separately
time- stamped to make it easier to spot
problems. Overload and underload (if the
signal is too high or too low) are indicated in the level log. Thresholds can be set
from —95 dB to 0 dB full scale and an
audible alarm can be triggered if an overload or underloads/dropouts are occurring.
The company says the logging interval
can be as little as one second to as much
as four hours and when logging stops, a
graph of each channel is produced for
spotting errors. Data from the level log
can be viewed in DK-Levelread or writ-
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to conveniently listen to each personality on each station for critique purposes,
perhaps burning a CD to hear on the
ride home. And the air personalities
needed to hear how those breaks really
sounded.
The DigiLogger does all this plus
long- form logging. We set it up to
make 32 KB stereo WAV files as a

pressed formats, so the single computer
easily handles all three stations. But the
DigiLogger will produce just about any
file format at any bit rate you could
want.
We used a 2.4 GHz processor in an
old HP box we had and upped the
RAM to 1 GB. We added two more
sound cards to have simultaneous
inputs for each of the three stations,
and set the recording parameters for
each from the Hardware tab in the sys-

After insisting all they wanted was
skimming, and after using the system
for two months, the OM has decided long-form
logging of the competition was necessary.

skimmer for each station, directly from
the unprocessed audio out of the
automation switcher. We don't want to
sacrifice anything in the promo production process. The files may be larger,
but storage is cheap and quality is
important.
The PC's DB9 com port connector
accepts contact closures when any of
the three main mics are open and triggers the recording process. An easy setup routine allows assignment of contact
closures to the appropriate recording
process. The WAV files require less
processor energy to produce than com-

tem properties folder. You want to be
sure the record monitor and playback
are muted for each sound card or you
will go crazy for the two hours it takes
to figure out why you are hearing
everything all at once.
DigiLogger can be set to run as a
service so it starts up running after a
power failure. Our PC hides in acloset
— not as dusty as the one where I
found the cassette player — without
even a monitor, keyboard or KVM
switch. We VNC into it every once in a
while to be sure it is still running.
As direct PCM, the WAV files con-

ten to atext file that can be imported to a
spreadsheet or atext editor.
DK-Levelread software also can be
used for logging audio levels in post-production to secure the audio quality of
program material.
For more information, contact DKTechnologies in California at (800) 421
0888 or visit www.dk-technologies.net.

sole control surfaces. Fill, Empty and
Dump functions can be programmed
into the control surface soft- keys or
activated via external buttons. The
delay also can be controlled from aPC
via Logitek's vScreen program or the
vDelay IP client program.

tain all the audio found in the original
for broadcast-quality production. The
individual files are held on a 30 GB
drive, and are automatically archived
every two weeks to a second 80 GB
drive. Set up is a snap from the
DigiLogger front- panel screens.
Present usage rates indicate that we'll
get six months or more of archive space
for the three stations — more than
enough.
Files can be burned to CD, or saved
as MP3s and e- mailed to clients with
ease. No more remembering to start the
360 Shortcut or cassette before a live
read.
There were several minor software
issues, like lock-up when multiple mics
were simultaneously turned on, but
Dustin sorted those out in short order.
Our system hasn't crashed since we did
the final update in October.
The DigiLogger dates and timestamps each audio file, and places it in
the folder of your choice. We have
arranged them separately for each station, in both recent and archive folders.
The DigiLogger includes abuilt-in Web
browser with a player for easy access
and listening.
The staff also can access the files
directly from our network with their
media players. All files are selected to
be read-only, so irreverent breaks can't
mysteriously disappear before the OM
hears them.
Everyone appreciates the ease and
immediate access of the DigiLogger.
Procedures that used to involve many
steps and much hunting and pecking
are now just a few keystrokes.
Dragging afile into Audition beats trying to find it on along-form recording,
and then recording it into the editor.
So after insisting all they wanted was
skimming, and after using the system
for two months, the OM has decided
long- form logging of the competition
was necessary.
We have ordered an FM tuner card.
The work of the Electron Shepherd is
never finished.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Prophet Systems
Innovations in Nebraska at (877) 7741010 or visit www.prophetsys.com.
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Logitek

Digital Juke Box

Incorporates
Profanity Delays

UPDATE

Lets Stations Log

Into Consoles

The vDelay PC program can operate
the SharcAttack delay function.

Competition

Logitek's line of Console Router
Systems performs profanity delay
functions in addition to digital audio
console and X-Y routing functions.
The company says the functions are
enabled by the optional SharcAttack
processing card for the Logitek Audio
Engine.
Each SharcAttack card includes two
stereo profanity delays with a maximum delay of 10 seconds each. An
Audio Engine can accommodate two
SharcAttack cards, providing support
for up to four independent profanity
delays. The delay length is useradjustable and the multistep dump is
fixed at 4 seconds per step.
A large bargraph with numeric display of the delay length is available on
the Remora, Numix and Mosaic con-

Machine start and stop commands
can be linked to the audio delay time.
Pressing a start button while operating
in delay mode causes the machine to
start at the end of the current delay
period when the associated audio exits
the Audio Engine. The company says
this allows the implementation of
downstream ad insertion without
requiring an extra operator.
Users of Logitek's Console Router
Systems do not need to purchase external delays, as profanity delays are
incorporated into the SharcAttack processing card. Logitek says the ability
to control the delay functions from the
control surface or via PC also is useful.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Logitek Electronic
Systems in Houston at (800) 231-5870
or visit www.logitekaudio.com.

Digital Juke Box offers
its
Multistation Audio Logger software,
which records up to eight radio stations in
mono on one PC. Broadcasters can record
their stations along with the competition;
the software records to MP3, WAV, OGG,
WMA, AU or AIFF files.
Users can select record sample rate, bit
rate, days and hours. Files that are 15, 30
or 60 minutes can be recorded.
The company says the Multi- Station
Audio Logger uses multiple inexpensive
audio cards. It requires a PC, Windows
XP, 512 MB memory, any speed above
1.5 GHz and at least a40 GB hard drive.
A free trial can be downloaded from
the company's Web site. The MultiStation Audio Logger retails for $299.
For more information, contact Digital
Juke Box in Ohio at (888) 662-4799 or
visit www.digitaljukebox.com.
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pression algorithms for short- as well as
long-term archiving. Audio segments can be
marked and exported in their original forBE AVLogger
mat or as PCM audio. Broadcasters can
configure AVLogger to record multiple
Records, Marks,
sources at once; or independently record left
and right inputs on an analog source, each at
Exports Audio
different compression rates.
AVLogger's interface, bookmark feature
Broadcast Electronics says its
and event toggle offer navigation and access
AVLogger audio-capture and archiving
to archived audio, which can be played back
module is suitable for long-term storage or
over anetwork or Internet connection. The
immediate airchecks.
module has file markers that are used for
AVLogger is capable of recording audio
logging events such as the opening or closfeeds from the studio console or off the air.
ing of amicrophone, and atimeline menu
It can record at various bitrates and corn- that lets broadcasters easily log audio by
month, day, hour, minute and second. Users
can define personal bookmarks for auditionPristine Blackbox
ing audio segments stored on alocal hard
drive
or at multiple station locations, FTP
Has Virtual Radio'
sites or Web sites. Shortcut buttons let them
ESMI— UPDATES

Player

Pristine Systems' Blackbox is adigital
audio logger, monitor and alert system that
features up to 16 stereo channels of logging.
Users can choose from various WAV audio
devices as well as AM and FM tuner boards.
The company says most popular audio storage formats are supported.
Blackbox is suitable for non-stop recording, proof of program and commercial content, monitoring your station's performance
as well as the competition's and reviewing
the performance of talent. Time-based and
microphone Skimmer modes are included.
In addition to standard audio logging
functions, when Blackbox is used with the
87xx series of AudioScience tuner boards,
RF signal strength monitoring and alarm
functions are available to alert the appropriate person and respond to off-air conditions.
Blackbox also monitors audio level on
selected channels and responds automatically in the event of dead air using the same
alarm system.
A "Virtual Radio"-style player allows
switching between multiple stations during
playback as though the user were listening to
aradio in real time. Users can listen to their
stations or market history on apush-button
radio, and switch between channels to hear
what each station was playing at that time.
This feature is available for operation on
multiple desktops over the LAN.
Other features include a time- shift
recorder for recording programs for later
playback, arepeat broadcast recorder for
recording live programs for "repeat" playback and "Best Of' show recorder.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Pristine Systems in California at
(800) 795-7234 or visit www.pristinesys.com.

Eventide
Continued from page 31

While the file, which may be ajingle, station
ID or other message, is played, the delay
buffer is rebuilding; allowing programming
to continue as soon as the jingle has completed.
Air America Radio is one of the fastestgrowing talk radio networks in the nation.
We've established ourselves as an invaluable
source of round-the-clock news and current
affairs. We've proven that you can build a
successful broadcast format based on the
fundamental American values of truth and
fairness.
And we've managed to keep it clean in
the process.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Eventide in New Jersey at (201) 6411200 or visit www.eventide.com.
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AVLogger Timeline Interface
move between locations without restarting
the application every time. AVLogger also
e-mails information to multiple e-mail and
SMS addresses.
Audio files can be archived to removable
media such as CD-ROM, or transferred to
another local or network drive or to an FTP
site.

BE says the module is compatible with
major automation systems and can be purchased as astandalone application or integrated into the BE AudioVault digital media
system.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217)224-9600 or visit www.bdcastcom.

The Word is Out - iMediaLogger is the
#1 Selling Di ital Logger in Radio...

Radio's # 1 Selling Digital Logger

Used widely throughout the top I0 radio groups in the United
States, iMediaLogger is the only application that can:
Record 24/7 Logging, Mic Skimming, Podcasting and Best of Shows all
simultaneously on only one recording device
41e Supports Multiple formats simultaneously in VVMA,WAV, Real Audio and
Mpeg layers 1,2 & 3at various sample rates

--

4s. On one computer, record up to 12 separate audio sources at atime

et,

33

Supports non-proprietary computer hardware and audio cards

4». Includes adynamic built-in web browser so any one on the local
network can instantly access the files via aweb browser

Once you have iMediaLogger,
you'll wonder how you ever lived without it!

Call our Toll Free Sales DeskToday 888-665-0501
Download a Free Trial Version
www.imediatouch.com

MI

Inventing Radio Trends

Visit us online for more information - www.imediatouch.com
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Breaking News No Longer Broken
quick by taking an output of one of our
router sources, feeding it to the Audio
Time Manager and taking the audio output to one of our modules on our console.

news is expected to go long and we need
to get into anetwork show seamlessly.
Many times traffic reports usually
expected to run only 45 seconds go to
more than aminute because of ahighway
closure. With the Audio Time Manager,
our board up is able to let the traffic go
long; push the big front-panel Record

Once the wiring is complete, go to the
soft keys on the front of the unit, input
current time, and set audio levels and the
percentage of time compression you
would like to use.

button to capture the network show we
are going to next and wait for the traffic
to end; and press Play to playback the
network show. As the audio is played off
of the Audio Time Manager, it is working

Clear Channel Station Uses 25- Seven Systems' ATM
To Capture, Playback and Join Network Shows
by Jeff K. Williams
Program Director
KTMSIAM), KISTIAM),
KSMAIAM) & KVEC(AMI
Clear Channel Radio
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. No matter what piece of equipment we may have
had at our disposal, one thing many
news/talk stations have ahard time controlling is timing of live news and useful
information for our listeners.
We're all familiar with the infamous
news conference that was supposed to
last only 25 minutes, but lasted more than
45 minutes and over the top of the hour.
How about events that start earlier than
expected? Thanks to 25-Seven Systems'
Audio Time Manager, news can break —
and doesn't have to sound broken.
Playing catch-up
Something listeners find disturbing is
doing alegal ID on top of anews conference, cutting out an important question or
response; or not describing what the
news is during especially long news conferences. Trust me, Ihear from the listeners when we screw it up, doing the best
with what we have — a live feed from
the satellite and nothing else.
About six months ago, News Radio
990 KTMS(AM) in Santa Barbara solved
time issues by using one of the first 25Seven System Audio Time Managers,
and we are happy with the useful audio
tool. The installation was made easy and

When you have to slip in a legal ID during
news conferences, the operator waits for the
right transition time ... hits the Pause button,
airs the legal ID and presses Play again, picking
up where the Pause button was pressed.

KTMS carries a lot of network programming, while inserting produced local
content like news, traffic and weather.
This has created adilemma, whereby the

to catch up to the live time of the network
without audio artifacts.
Another great example of the unit's
flexibility is when you have to slip in a

1103 REPORT

OMT Wears Several Hats for Cluster
iMediLogger Software Simultaneously Supports
12 or More Stereo Feeds, Eases Cut Production
by Michael G. McCarthy
Principal/President
McCarthy Radio Engineering
CHICAGO Management often scoffs at
procuring equipment that appears to be
outside the core function of the station or
cluster. Some stations find logging to be
one of those things. Who needs loggers
when we have traffic systems that automatically track everything?
Ah, short-sighted managers. The reality is that logging systems are so much
more these days. The core function of
logging systems still involve the ability
to recover what spot aired and create
Best Of shows or audible affidavits.
However, loggers — now commonly
referred to as "capturing" systems —
have evolved to accommodate the
increasing need of stations and clusters to
capture programming automatically,
ready to air or ready for production.
When Ifirst started looking at loggers
for a client six years ago to replace a
dying single-channel reel-to-reel logger, t
was introduced to iMedialogger software
by OMT Technologies. What appealed
to me most about iMedialogger was its
scalability.
We had just acquired athird station in
the growing group and management

wanted all three logged. By ordering the
four-station package and installing one of
their eight-channel sound cards, we were
able to capture up to four stereo feeds in
one machine and code them in any of the
standard coding formats, including PCM,
WAV, MP2 and MP3. Ihadn't seen anything else that could do four stereo feeds
concurrently and in amultitude of audio
coding formats.
Then and now
"Ibday, iMediaLogger can support 12
or more stereo feeds at once.
The software also is capable of simultaneously encoding several streams for
each incoming feed. We can log in MP3
at a sample rate of 128 kbps mono, do
mic skims at 128 kbps mono and capture
special shows in uncompressed WAV, all
from asingle feed of audio.
Files can be truncated down to the
quarter hour so spots can be located
quickly. Audio cuts can be automatically
placed pretty much anywhere on the network where permissions allow, and can
be made available via VNC or other
means of remote access.
Hardware requirements will vary by
installation, but Windows XP Pro is now
the standard operating platform. A fourstation logger can survive on most any P4

system with acouple large hard drives.
On the other hand, eight- to 12-station
logging systems have more specific hardware requirements, but nothing exotic or
Pb

legal ID during news conferences. The
operator waits for the right transition
time in the conference, hits the Pause
button, airs the legal ID and presses Play
again, picking up where the Pause button
was pressed.
Recently there was a presidential
address scheduled to take place during
our morning drive period. The address
started early, despite our news provider's
best efforts to communicate with the
affiliates. My producer, monitoring the
network feed during a local commercial
break, heard the president step up to the
podium, pressed the record button on the
Audio Time Manager and joined the
address at the end of the local break.
This style of time management makes
our station sound better, more smooth
and full of content the listeners expect.
Plus the audio is seamless — you don't
hear pitch changes, glitches or the usual
chipmunk sound we've heard on cheap
audio editing systems thanks to the care
25-Seven Systems has given to how the
time is gained. During the set-up of our
unit, we found out that 12 percent time
compression is not detectable and really
transitions well when it catches up to live
programming.
The company offers software and user
upgrades that Iwas not able to sample by
the time of this writing. However it has
been open to suggestions from the field.
I'm looking forward to upgrading to
sample the Web interface, along with setting it up to work with our on-air automation system. In this digital age, 25-Seven
has it set up to work with analog or digital plants along with an Ethernet connection to work within your computer network.
For more information, including pricing, contact 25-Seven Systems in Boston
at ( 888) 257-2578 or visit www.25seven.com. to
By programming input closures on the
parallel port of the host computer, a
skimming function can be created just
like a standard cassette deck. Although
the system doesn't auto- telescope the
audio like a cassette, or provide a
start/pause configuration, it does create a
cut for each time the mie is opened. This
allows us to immediately download bits
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The iMediaLogger Histogram screen shows the recording in action.
esoteric. The hardware requirements for
these larger scale systems are: afast bus,
alot of main memory and plenty of HD
space available in an external drive array.
SATA or SCSI 320 technology is the preferred means for these larger installations.

for production of teaser elements while
the talent is still on the air, thus keeping
the production people busy all the time.
This is far better than waiting until
after a show is done and there is a mad
See OMT, page 35
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Axia iProFiler
Offers Three
Recording Modes
Axia Audio's iProFiler IP-Audio logging software works with Axia IP-Audio
networks to capture and store up to eight
stereo or 16 mono audio channels, of
time-stamped MP3 'audio without audio
cards. The software uses a computer's
Ethernet port to record audio streams
directly, which the company says eliminates computer sound card hassles and
noise A-to-D conversions.
Users archive audio by using the software to choose the audio channels to store
from the IP-Audio network. Select abit rate
and click OK. Axia says users can archive
audio inputs on the network so iProFiler can
be used to log on-air programming, storeand- forward network audio feeds and
counter-program the competition.
Managers, salespeople and clients can
use it to search securely for, listen to and
extract selected audio, or audition live
streams as they are recorded. There is an
integrated SQL database to help locate
audio segments by date and time.
iProFiler archives store audio using MP3

Radio World
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technology so audio can be shared.
MP3 compression bit rates from 8 to
320 kbps are supported. Audio segments
can be backed up as they are created, either
to anetwork drive or aremote FTP server.
Multiple backup locations can be specified.
Each iProFiler audio stream can be
recorded in one of three modes:
Continuous Recording, Skim and
SmartSkim.
In the Continuous Recording mode,
audio is recorded without pausing, and
audio split across file segments can be
recombined.
In Skim mode, audio is recorded only
when external contact closure inputs are
activated or deactivated. Axia says this
mode is suitable for constructing telescoped
airchecks or capturing live commercials for
proof of performance.
SmartSkim mode archives non-critical

programming such as
music at a low bit rate,
then automatically switches to a higher bit rate
when talent is on-mic.
Both
Skim
and
SmartSkim modes feature
ESP "pre-roll" and "postroll" technology that captures recordings just before
the microphone contact
closure is activated, and
continues recording briefly
afterwards so all desired
audio is logged.
The software retails for
$1,295.
For more information,
contact Axia Audio in
Cleveland at (216) 241-7225
or visit www.axiaaudio.com.
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emote Control for Broadcasters

OMT
i>

Continued from page 34

rush to get the cuts made. It also allows
the PD to review the talent's audio
instantly from the comfort of his or her
own office.
When the client came to me and asked
about trapping anetwork show and airing
it later without the intervention of staff, a
quick call to tech support opened a new
door to this system. With the ability to
record based on specific timed windows,
we were able to capture hours of programming in our native playback file format with no operator intervention. It's a
daily operation we now consider abackground function, as no one does anything
but confirm the cut is there.
The same client came to me and asked
whether this system could capture programs based on a closure and autodeposit them into the playback database,
so Iplaced another call to tech support.
By using the parallel port of the host
computer or a Broadcast Tools 8x2
switcher, external closure inputs can be
programmed to select an audio source on
the 8x2 and trigger the start and stopping
of timed event windows. This can be
used for news feeds, traffic reports.
weathercasts, remote broadcast inserts
and actuality filing.
It does take some time to develop the
skill set needed to manage iMediaLogger
successfully in the more advanced arenas. However, the system is user-friendly
enough that once you get started, you can
leave the manual on the bookshelf and
really get into seeing how powerful the
system is — and how it can save the station many times its cost in man-hours.
production and legal fees.
A trial version of iMediaLogger
is available for download from the
company's site.
For more information, including pricing, contact OMT Technologies in
Canada at ( 888) 665-0501 or visit
www.imediatouch.com.

HARDWARE FEATURES

INTERFACING:

• Modular construction

• Connectable virtually to any kind equipment.
• Parallel

I/O

can start from 16in/8out

s with optically isolated inputs.

to over 700 I/0,s per box.

• Serial connection thru RS485 using ANT's
protocol converter.

Backup power supply.

• Wide range of probes: AC/DC deteclen, RF pickups,
signal analyzers,silence detectors, eh':
• Can read

ANALOG

Optional CPU redundancy.

or contact information as s.
• Up to 1024 units per server.

as 32bit floating point numbers and text.

Built for challenging RF environments.

• Real time alarm signaling on any data type.

411,

......

E
o

e

:

riffle-

INTERNET

TCP/IP

rode

Air
GSM

UHF/VHF

NB

Air

416,

SATELLITE

PSTN/ISDN

(,

fç

CONTROL ROOM SOFTWARE
• Client server multi - user environment.
• Server accessable via internet or LAN
• All information, including SNMP, converted to a simple map based interfac
• Easy setup of all parameters using graphical tools

A.N.T. srl

• User definable screens with an easy to use editor.

Via Giroli 76
25085 Gayardo ( BS) Italy

• E-mail and SMS alarm forwarding
• Voice call alarm signalling (available April 2006)
•... and much more....

3f.

551599 • fax + 39 0365 371960
infog!,antgroupit • vvww.antgroupit

+39 0461
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e

Sonifex Adds

c.•

•

RB-DS2 Delay to
Redbox Line
Sonifex offers its RB-DS2 time-zone
delay, which the company says performs
the same function as its DPD2000 digital
program delay but with greater accuracy.
Suggested applications include shifting a
broadcast program by up to three hours,
and synchronization of programs across
different time zones using delayed audio
paths on different transmission feeds.
The RB-DS2 is a1RU unit and part of
the Sonifex Redbox range of audio converters. It has both balanced analog and

•

AES/EBU digital audio inputs and outputs on 3-pin XLR connectors. It acts as
acombined A/D and D/A unit, so analog
inputs can be delayed and output as
AES/EBU and vice-versa. It is a stereo
delay, but also can be used as a dual
mono delay to process each audio path
separately.
The unit has internal memory to
process short delays of up to 10.5 seconds at 96 kHz sampling, 24-bit; 42 seconds at 48 kHz, 16-bit. To delay audio
for long time periods, it uses an internal
Compact Flash expansion of up to 2GB
of memory to provide delay times of
more than 3.5 hours at 44.1 kHz stereo.

Delay times can be selected in samples,
fields, frames and milliseconds.
Additionally, it corrects apermanent
audio delay, or can be used on an intermittent basis to provide occasional correction by remote switching.
Both analog and digital outputs can be
separately muted and a front- panel
Bypass button disengages electromechanical relays to divert both analog
and digital inputs to their outputs. This
also is disengaged automatically when a
power-fail occurs.
A front-panel blue vacuum-fluorescent
display with rotary controller is used for
selecting the various settings of the delay,

which include the source, channels, sample rate, sample bit width, format, delay
units and the delay itself. Input peak digits can be selected from + 12 dBu, + 18
dBu and +24 dBu for FSD, and two left
and right preset potentiometers on the
rear panel allow the input gain range to
be altered by +/- 3dB around the selected
peak digits.
FSD stands for "full scale digits," the
analog representation of the maximum
digital value that the converter in question can use before digital clipping
occurs.
For more information, including pricing, contact Independent Audio in Maine
at (207) 773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.

Documentor-2
Stores Programs
For a Year

Coming This Spring!
Experience Total Immersion in Surround Sound
At the _44
5.1 Audio Pavilion

11111::

See the Latest Surround Technology,
Hardware and Software
April 24-27, 2006

410

In the Central Hall of the
-

Las Vegas Convention Center

11

(adjacent to the Panasonic booth)

5.1 Surround Sound Audio is asignificant
technological development for broadcasters in
Calling all Companies in Surround
Take advantage of this special opportunity to display your
surround sound hardware and software to more than 100,000
potential buyers by exhibiting in the NAB2006 5.1 Pavilion. If
you are already exhibiting at NAB2006, your cost is only
S5500; non- exhibitors pay $7000. Cost includes aturnkey pod

both television and radio. It holds the promise
of making DTV pictures " look better -as well as
enhancing the programming that radio stations
deliver to today's tech- savvy consumers.

and extensive pre- show and on- site advertising package. Also
available: The Car Package for $7500, which includes a10x20

Learn how to gain the competitive

demo area and spotting fee for vehicle ( round-trip). For more
details, contact NAB at 202-595-2051; email: exhibit@nab.org
or visit www.nabshow.com.

edge with Surround Sound — make
plans now to attend NAB2006 and
visit the 5.1 Audio Pavilion.

Energy-Onix offers the Documentor-2
two- channel 365- day station logger,
which the company says is the basic hardware in the Documentor series. It contains
a recorder and player, and can be used
with the Internet to provide communication between remote recorders and players.
The recorder accepts two mono or one
stereo input and can store these programs
for 365 days, automatically deleting them
after that. Recordings can be selected for
playback by month, date, hour and
minute*
The player can be used to select aspecifisporten of the recorded program that
is stored on 1
1
1r
eell
recorder. The player can
be installe 1
4 *nals of aLAN system
that would peniiit selection of the desired
program by month, day, hour and minute.
As many as 10 players can simultaneously
select and monitor any portion of the 365
days of programming stored on the
recorder.
The company says any number of
audio channels can be recorded. In order
to provide two mono or one stereo channel, only one Documentor-2 is required.
For four mono channels, a second
Documentor-2 would be used.
Each Documentor-2 occupies 3-1/2
inches of 19-inch rack space. The output
of each Documentor is connected to a
hub, which is used to drive the existing
Ethernet connection.
A conventional keyboard and mouse
are used to select the program source as
well as the specific time of interest.
Multiple Documentor-2s can be used
together for multichannel logging.
For more information, including pricing, contact Energy-Onix in New York at
(888) 324-6649 or visit www.energyonix.com.

Upcoming in
Buyer's Guide:
Feb. 15— Portable Audio and
Exhibit space is limited, so reserve yours today!
The NAB 5.1 Audio Pavilion is produced in partnership with
IMAS Publishing Group. publishers of

AUDIO MEDIA

Newsgathering
March 15— Digital Audio
Production
April 12— Microphones and
Audio Monitors
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starts and start the playback at the appro-

Sirius Uses MDOUK Delay for BBC Feed
by Jeremy Savage
Director of Broadcast

iiiiMOOUK
211e

BroadcastDelay Villa

www.BroadcastOelay_

Settings

Operations
Sirius Satellite Radio

Several months ago, I
v‘ as tot ornted that Sirius Satellite Radio
would be taking a 24/7 feed from BBC
Radio 1from England. BBC Radio 1is
the BBC's new music channel with a
variety of music 24/7, and is the second
biggest radio network in the U.K., with a
weekly reach of more than 12 million listeners.
Sirius was creating atotally new channel on our platform. Obviously a fairly
simple task from an automation standpoint would be simply to source the
channel with that feed and be done with
it. But of course, to complicate things a
bit, Iwas told BBC Radio 1would have
to be delayed five hours so the dayparts
would be broadcast at the correct times.
So for example, the popular Chris
Moyles breakfast show would be broadcast at breakfast time for our audience in
the United States.
This presented abigger issue.
We initially considered asetup to capture/replay one- to two-hour segments.
Then segments would be played back-toback. This method tied up two valuable
capture streams, so that while one segment ended we could start the next
record on another card while the prior
segment file was closing. Plus if we
wanted redundancy then we'd need
another two on another PC. It became a
costly and awkward solution.
IGoogled like a madman to find a
cost-effective delay unit that allowed for
delays longer than 7-10 secs. There are a
few solutions available used for video
time- zone delay, and they were costly.
Then I came across the MDOUK
Broadcast Delay system and was
intrigued at the ease with which we could
deploy and use it and how cost effective
it would be. The license is under $ 1,000.
All we needed was aprofessional sound
card and PC.
Over there

The Broadcast Delay allows up to 100
hours of program delay. Speaking to the
manufacturer, we learned the system
essentially records small, uncompressed
files and plays them back in sequence.
The bigger your delay the more hard drive space needed, though this is not a
problem on today's PCs as it works out at
0.6 GB per hour. A full 100-hour delay
would require acapacity of only 60 GB
(at a standard 48 kHz sample rate). The
user can select the digital sample rate
required.
There are two modes of operation.
In the first — the one we use — the
user sets afixed delay. We set the delay
to five hours, the normal delay between
the East Coast and England, and let it
run. In five hours we had a feed from
BBC Radio 1and their time checks
matched ours.
The second mode allows the operator
to begin capturing an event, then start it
live on-air when it was scheduled to be
broadcast. The user manually starts audio
capture and later manually starts playout.
So if you want to delay alive event for
broadcast as part of an existing schedule,
you would start the capture as the event
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priate point in your schedule, at this point

fixing the delay. This could be used to
delay whole time zones or the start of an
event from 1p.m. to 1:05 p.m. ( say after
a scheduled news bulletin), or just to
allow scheduling flexibility where you do
not have control over the exact start time
of an event — aneat trick.
The software is licensed via a small
USB dongle. The GUI is easy to understand. The operator selects the length of
delay ( in the mode we use), clicks Start
and that's about it. Setup also is easy and
self-explanatory.
Itested the Broadcast Delay with several cards from ASI and it worked fine.
For our solution, however, we opted to go
with acard recommended by the manufacturer to ensure we were using a
See MDOUK, page 39

VISIT US AT RAB

BOOTH #400.
VISIT US AT NH

BOOTH # 1332.

Peace of Mind

What do you call it when acompany
spends more money on R&D perfecting
their digital automation systems ( Scott
5532 and Maestro) than all other
automation companies combined?

...is knowing
dMarc
has
your back.

We call it dMarc. Nothing gives you more

confidence and peace of mind than knowing
that you've got RevenueSuite," the only digital
automation solution that drops cash straight to
your bottom line, and Diagnostics,' the
industry's

leading

hardware

monitoring

software.

With all that R&D,
you can't go wrong.
Relax.. with dMarc.

1-888-438-7268
www.dMarc.net
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:3cott Studios 3rld Maestro ar L

Maestro
_
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INNOVATION
THROUGH

480

Newport Center Drive, Suite] 50, Newport Beech, CA 92660

AUTOMATION

Products & Services

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
In-Stock-Available for
Immediate Delivery

Talking. Dig7I-Up Remote- Confrof
CircuitWerkes
• Sicon-8

Price US$2700.00

will operate with any remote control equipment

441:
• -

As

--

2Towers

Introducing the First Totally New Talking Remote Control Design in Over a Decade!!

'
Jut 2mL$111,

Price US$2100.00

2Towers

For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MEG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com

•

Voice recordable technology

Up to 5aarms per channel

•

Internet capable

Cell-phore interface

D

8channels metering. status, & ccntrol

Audio pass-through

•

Expandable up to 16 channels

Free GUI software to monitor your

2heavy-duty SPDT relays per channel
Self- calibrating, auto- ranging meters

site & program the Siccn-8
X-10 capability for additFonal cont .. ol

Learn how the Sicon-13 can help you -take control at www.círcuitwerkes.com

P
.

CircultWerkes. Inc. - 2905 NW 6th Streft. GainFsvillE, Florida 32609. USA.

Oit SIX MILLIU .
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE -A1B!

--...eliefifre eraduga automation
Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required

cw

352-335-6555

Efficient
ii I
I
,ffecti

NEW! Just Released v3.8
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provide•s
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.

•For All Stations, All Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio File Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available
•Airlist Music Scheduling Software Only $259
•Music Libraries Available
...Did we inentim FREE SUPPORT

R-duga Software

This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the Field For over 20 years.

Download your FREE Demo Today
www.raduga.netinv.htm
(513) 887-0714

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Sers ices Shois case
provides aperfect medium for
marketing our products and services.
For more information. contact
John at: 330-342-8361 ( Eastern US)
or Dale at 916-721-3410 (Western US •
to request amedia kit.

Low as $ 149* Buyout

Write or call for afree brochure and de,nin
P.O. Box 2548, Farm unton, N.M. 81499-2548
Toll Free 888-325-5336 • Fait 505-326-2337 • vfflw.certanacorporation.cm,

TIM

Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

IleTEK

01WIVIRAK

FM Broadcast

BROADCAST FURNITURE OF

Solid State

Omnirax from Design
to Production

Power
Amplifiers
& Transmitters

r

• At Omniesx we work together with
you from initial dengn concept all the way throsgh finished
product, ensuring that your furniture will provide you with MAI,
of utirhed um.

al Our strength is forging partnership relations where we can
use ow expanse to tom your ideas into mality. We are able
to work tie your exacta( specifications or monde comprehensive
design services that name die gneremark from your investment.
W Our CAD/CAM process am= mention fit and finish,
repeatability. and eme 0/modification. All of our designs are
rendered in the computer prior to madam:dug. We are able to
make alterations and adjust to your equipment, guaranteeing you
not may pet what you want, but exactly what you need.

Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Light Protection that keeps on working!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call:
Harris, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S., or your local distributor.
See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real!

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

Ill We are small enough°, gdve every job the
penonal meets, large enough to outfit •
complete beaky.

For full details see our web site
www.ptekpower.com or Call
408-448-3342
Fax 4081649
email pteksales@ptekpowei

• The teemere af our success is the
achievement of asynthesis of forma,
hmction and ergonoadc comfort.

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.3323393 415.332.3392 FAX 415332.2607
www.onanirax.com info@omnirax.com
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Prism Sound's
Transery
Logs, Indexes
Recordings
Prism Sound says its Transery logging recorder system is amodular, automated multichannel audio recording system suitable for applications that require
large numbers of recordings, or long or
continuous recording.
Recordings can be held on disc while
space allows and optionally may be
archived to removable media such as
DVD. An SQL database is used to index
the recordings; this provides the means to
store additional metadata describing or
annotating the recordings.
Software applications for use in logging, transcription or monitoring of
recordings complement the Transery
recorder. The company says these Client
software packages are tailored to applications, such as parliamentary transcription
or real-time monitoring of broadcast or
communications traffic.
Live monitoring or playback is performed by streaming data across the network to the listener's workstation using
the appropriate client side software.
The Playback capability can be integrated into database or document-based
applications, making Transery suitable
for indexing recordings such as in media
monitoring and logging.
For making notes while monitoring a
broadcast transmission, Transerv's

L=73=111217111ààkâàífiggil.,leàeilasià

Transcriber tools include an indexing
capability that allows notes to be made in
real time to atranscript template or document. Time-tags are inserted during the
indexing stage and are useful later for
locating the desired point in the recording.
Should applications involve an editorial review stage in which the transcript is
proofread and checked against the original recording, time- tags enable the
desired recordings to be located automatically when the document is opened. The
"Go to Word" feature allows rapid location to the desired point.
The company is now offering the second generation of Transerv.
For more information, including pricing, contact Prism Sound in New Jersey
at (973) 983-9577 or visit www.prismsound.com.
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Presentertl: What's The ansver to this question
Guest - I think its Hong Kong
Presentertl: You think the Harbour in which the 0E2 sunk vas
Hong Kong You're right of course
Presentert2: You are right, that's
PreE:e_ntertl: Thank you very such
Presentert2: 04 Course th- ----- ng side ve put all the nam,finto a hat
Preentertl: Yes
Presenter82: ànd ve draw . ve draw the winner :
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CONSOLE UP TO It,

MDOUK

UlUITAL/ANALOC, INPUTS ANO OUTPUTS

Continued from page 37

...011111!

solution they vetted, as we were close to
deadline. It was important that content
was as sonically unaltered as possible,
and so we used AES digital in/outputs.
We now have a five- hour delayed feed
from BBC Radio 1that was sonically
transparent.
We set up two machines so we'd have a
redundant feed in the event of machine
failure. We purchased two Dell PE750 I
U
servers running Win XP.
At first we had abit of an issue getting
things to work. This turned out to be a
bad Dell motherboard, which Dell
replaced. The folks at MDOUK were
more than helpful and accommodating.
We received duplicate dongles and cards
overnight so we could set up an emergency replacement machine while troubleshooting, and helpful information from
its support group.
We have had no issues with the
MDOUK Broadcast Delay since the initial deployment. We have set up silencedetect on both the raw inbound feed and
the delayed feed. The advantage of this is
if we lose connectivity from the BBC in
London, we know about it six hours in
advance and can fill gaps with material.
If you are looking to either delay particular program events and playback on
demand, create time zone delays or replay
programming in its entirety up to 100
hours later, Irecommend the Broadcast
Delay system.
For more information, contact
MDOUK at sales@broadcastdelay.com or
visit www.broadcastdelay.com.
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F-ULLY DILITAL
S

BAND AUDIO PROCESSOR

AUDIO MATRIX WITH
OIGITAL/ANALOC. INPUTS ANO OUTPUTS
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AEV

S.p.A.

Headquarters - Bologna ITALY

Phone + 39.051.6634711 - Fax + 39.051.6634700 - Email: info@aev.net
PORTABLE TELEPHONE DIGITAL HIBRID

Full details on www.aev.net or mirror site www.aev-usa.com
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AirTools 6100 Rids WOR of Tone Woes
by Thomas R. Ray, Ill
Vice President/Corporate
Director of Engineering
Buckley Broadcasting/
WOR Radio
NEW YORK Moving the WOR studios
was agreat opportunity to take alook at
how we were doing things and to see if
we could do them better. The former
WOR facility was designed in 1978 for
one radio station. We now have two
national radio networks plus our Internet
stream in addition to WOR.
Running a national radio network
requires that we send cues to our affiliate
stations for local breaks. When Istarted
at WOR, we were using older "Brand X"
digital delay units. They were mono.
They also had audible glitching on air
while ramping into delay. To send cues,
the operators had abizarre method of hitting the fill spots, then hitting the Send
Local button eight seconds later.
Needless to say, this method was
fraught with issues, particularly when
ramping into delay when going to break,
as you couldn't tell how many seconds
you actually were into the delay.
We then installed Symetrix 610 delay
units, which were stereo. The idea was to
run audio on the left channel and touch
tones on the right channel. The problem
is we found in areal hurry that touchtone decoders have no sense of humor
about pitch shift in the audio, as the 610
would use pitch shift on ramp in and
ramp out.
So we changed to subaudible tones,
which were decoded in the Master
Control room to outpulse cues to the
satellite uplink. This worked with varying degrees of success, and the tones
would decode while pitch shifted.

Moving to the new facility, Iwanted to
eliminate our tone problem. Doing abit
of research, it appeared the Symetrix Air
Tools 6100 was just what we needed.

audio while audio plays from the buffer.
This lets a talk host give the operator
instructions. Releasing the Cough button
starts the recording process again, making
the interruption seamless.
WOR uses the 6100 with eight seconds
of delay, as this is what the operators were
used to in our old facility. The 6100 can
give you up to 40 seconds of delay, and this
parameter is accessible from the front-panel
menus that appear on the LCD screen.

Bridging the gap
The Air Tools 6100 is a1RU device with
anicely laid out front panel. Operation is
simple. Foremost, the 6100 uses 24-bit data
words for the audio and is clean, topping out
at 20 kHz frequency response. It is stereo,
perfect for our
new facility, as
WOR's on- air
New York signal
is stereo in HD.
The 6100 has
available four
methods
for
building or exiting delay. We
chose to use
"gap detect and
catch up." This
mode is great for
talk programming. It detects
gaps between
words and sentences and silently extends the
gap or, if no gaps
The AirTools 6100 in the rack in WOR Snew studios.
exist, "splices" in
small segments
to build delay. It does this almost inaudibly.
The front-panel buttons for functions
such as Delay Start, Delay Exit and the
ever-popular Dump button are remotable
from aDB-25 connector on the back of
the unit.
One button on the front is curious. It is
marked Cough. While WOR does not use
this feature, it is nice to have. Pressing
Cough stops the "recording" process of the

Users can set the 6100 to dump aspecified number of seconds when the Dump
button is pressed. To play it safe, WOR
dumps the entire buffer if someone says a
profanity.
Analog input levels also are selectable
on the front-panel menus, covering just
about every standard level available in a
facility. And the 6100 has AES audio in
and out standard. At present, WOR is using

the analog inputs, and we have set them to
anominal +4dBu. The unit appears to have
plenty of headroom at this setting, as we
haven't clipped the audio yet. Input and
output levels can be set separately from
each other.
Cool stuff
Remember Imentioned our network
cueing? The 6100 offers acool feature.
Each WOR console has aset of buttons
for sending network cues. These buttons
connect to the OPIO port on the 6100.
When the operator presses abutton to send
alocal cue, the 6100 registers the button
press on its LEDs, then will output acontact closure dependent on the amount of
delay built up.
We use the contact closure output of the
6100 to send apulse through the GPIO's of
the Axia system to Master Control and up
to the bird. This has solved and simplified
amajor headache for us in sending our network cues.
One final feature that can't be neglected
is the port for TC-89 clock data. We use
ESE GPS Master Clocks in the WOR
facility. Studios have acombination of analog clocks and digital clocks that run off
the TC-89 time code. With the 6100, you
put your TC-89 clock data into the unit. It
comes out another TC-89 port and drives
your clocks. The time code is advanced by
the amount of time built up in the delay,
even during ramp in and ramp out, and the
operators see clocks that are "real-time" in
the studio.
Using the TC-89 feature on the 6100
displays the time that audio actually hits
air. This feature is really handy.
Overall, the Air Tools 6100 digital delay
has solved many problems at the WOR
facility. It has many practical features, is
simple to operate and has integrated seamlessly into the WOR facility.
For more information, including pricing, contact Symetrix in Washington state
at (425) 778-7728 or visit www.symetrixaudio.com.

Products & Services
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New! Dual Digital Distribution!
Henry's new dual- mode Digital DA 2X8 can be either a 1X8, or a pair of 1X4s.
Distribute AES/EBU digital audio to 8 locations, with transformer isolation of inputs and outputs.
Two inputs, for use with one or two digital sources.
In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers.

• Transformer isolated I/O

626-355-3656

• NO delay or latency
• LEDs confirm signal OK

Complete

• Built-in AC power suppl
Ade.-

specs

at

henryeng.corn
'
4»e,

imeleoese

DIGITAL D.A. 2X8

DUAL-MODE DIGITAL AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

OUTPUTS
-4
5-8

www henryen gcorn

HENRY

*GRN.SINGLE RED.DUAL

ENGINEERING

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirsr
888465-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise el'mination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

ANTENNAS/TOWERS
/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- tme Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.aingroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Antenna_ 2 op ERI single bays
each end feed, 30kw , 4" flang
now
92.9mhz $350 each or
best offer. call Allen at 770)-3009287 or alleo2leyahoo.com

AUDIC PROCESSING

CART MACHINES

MONITORS

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

BE Cart machines - 3deck
playback. - Call Mike Moore - 336627-9563

Belar AM RF Amp and AM
Modulation Monitor ( Set). Make
offer. Call 580-265-4496

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Ralto

CONSOLES/MIXERS

LIMITERS/AUDIO

(INCLUDES ON-AIR)

PROCESSING

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

Dorrougb Discriminate Audio
Processor, AGC _ PEAK Limiter
Model 310. Make officer. Call 580265-4496

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST. 972-271-7625.

AUTOMATION
ECIU1

,3 MENT

WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music. voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, foin networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopmentnet and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. Tne software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.

REMOTE/
MICROWAVE

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
Profitable Small City 25kw FM
NEast in Canadian border area.
Nice
facility,
good
upside
$595.000. salesgroup@beld.net
or 781-848-4201.
Top 100 Market NEast AM daytimer,
low dial position. low expenses.
good population coverage. Stick value
$495.000. salesgroup@beld.net or
781-848-4201.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs
WANT TO SELL

MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's. any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
SR's
Test Equipment

If we don't have t, we will get it!
SCIVIS. INC. (800) 438-6040
•
'You Know We Know Radio"

WANT TO BUY
Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.

Tascam 42 Reel to Reel - Worked
when removed from service.
$250 or best offer. Call Jeff
Andrulonis at 910-222-3776
WANT TO BUY

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
MUON MIONBIS /
MD RAZ UMM
new & rebuilt kw Elcom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

OM CORPORA

Belar FM monitor - as is - was set
to 92.9 mhz - best offer Call Allen
at
770)-300-9287
or
alleo21@yahoo.com

Otan iMX 5050B - 1 or 2 record,
playback, reel to reel machines in
great working condition. Call Bill
Law 561-912-9002
Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!
11M111111811
_
4,
e0

odlie

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates and
703-998-7600, ext. 154

•

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
1.5 KW
2.5 KW
5KW
6KW
7+ KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
20 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1983
1984
1982
1995
2005
1988
2001
1996
1978
1985
1991
1980
1982
1986
1990
1982

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

1999
1983
1985
1982
1986
2000
1985

Used FM Transmitters
BE FM 1.5A
Continental 814R-1
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
Harris 216 110
BE FM10A
Henry 10,000D-95
CCA 12,0000
Collins 831G2
Harris FM2OK
Harris HT 20
CSI-T-25- FA ( Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Continental 816R-58
Harris CorniJiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

fxaters
•New" 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Continental 802A Exciter
New TV Transmitters- Anal«) and Diaital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
5 KW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid State
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50
Used Misc. Eauiament
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Dummy Loads, 10 kW
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase

Used AM Transmitters
Omnitronix 1000A solid state
Harris MW.ASolid State
Continental 315R1
Harris MW5A
Harris MW1OB
Nautel XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2

Please visit our website for current listings.

800-44 1 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. transcom@fmamtv.com
1

Harris MW- 1A AM Transmitter.
Manufactured in 1980 and tuned to
1450kc. Located in south Carolina.
$1000 or Best offer.
Call Jeff
Andrulonis at 910-222-3776
RPU Transmitter & Receiver Marti RPT-40K transmitter and
Marti
RR- 30/150
receiver.
Frequency is 161.67 Mhz. Receiver
has
second
frequency
of
161.73Mhz $500 for both. Call Jeff
Andrulonis at 910-222-3776
SIL Transmitter & Receiver- Marti
STL 8/950 transmitter and Marti R200/950 receiver.
Frequency is
949.625 Mhz. Worked when
removed from service $ 100 for
both. Call Jeff Andrulonis at 910222-3776
Transmitter: Harris FM 40k comp
with ex shorting bars, caps, and
tubes, harm filters etc was making
full power on one 20kw , Weak
tubes probably need replaced, you
ship $10,000 or make an offer. Call
Allen at ( 770)-300-9287
or
alleo21@yahoo.com
Transmitter -Two Harris exciters
1 MS- 15 1 MX-15..both were
working when taken r make art
offer. Call Allen at 770)-300-9287
or alleo21@yahoo.com
1new plate trans. for Harris FM 40kw - $400. Call Allen at ( 770)300-9287 or alleo21@yahoo.com
NovCon FM Station - 10 miles
south of San Francisco, CA KLS
Call Bill Law 561-912-9002
10 Commercial Band FM
Translators surrounding San
Francisco.
Call Bill Law
561-912 - 9002

•:
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Sefreeteàer, Boreadeede Pewee&
Television & FM
Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326
RCA
50KW - Ampliphase
pristine condition tuned low on
the dial. Two complete units
ready for pickup at Lake City,
FI. Make offer by e-mail.
ch arde r@>
al Ite I. net
Four ( 4) Co nmercial Band FM
translators north of Las Vegas, NV
Call Bill Law 561-912-9002
Five ( 5) Commercial Band FM
translators in FL between Naples
and Tampa
Call Bill
Law 561-912-9002
Over 20 Commercial Band FM
Translators il South FL - Call Bill
Law 561-912-9002

To advertise, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

Blai
r
FROM THE TALL
TO THE SMALL

_os.bexte0
4.4‘
619-239-8462
Transmitters
and Antennas
egibleit

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Radio" S
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCC Applk ations and Field Engineering

•Frequent y Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATVETES-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

EvAN ç
•s

651-784-7445

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

Fax

(
851) 784-7541
s..

C
MMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC
11.0.01.0..
, 11,10,
10CAr FIRMIIMM COML. WI

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Mullaney
(
101192 ,0115
Engineering. Inc.
Fax 1301) 390-9717
Web« AWE
mullaneyemultengr corn

210 S Main St ThensvIlle WI
littp www evansassoc corn

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

53092. (262) 2424000. (
262) 242-6045

FROM STOCK

FAX
Member AFCCE

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Structrural Engineering and Field Services

The Coverage Map Store

REALcoverage.com
High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

I

IM

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

•Structural Analysis
•Engineered Lift Plans
•Site Inspection and Maintenance
•Installation and Project Management
tr— fifié

e

I—

e s

EXPERTS IN.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Scientific Broadcast
Technical Consultants
Since1970
FM Engineering - FCC Applications
Upgrades, Frequency Search
Co

erage Maps $69

812-738-3482
kreising@otherside.com

I= 1 An

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
u-niail: I
inkesurcom.eom web: www.surcom.coni

877 ERI LINE •www.eriinc.com

C -A /

www.commtechrf.com

—

1..1

FROM STOCK

—A
-M, FM, TV coverage & Upgrades
— Broadcast transmission facility
design
— FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahl
PO. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-007
Manton. NJ 08053 Fax (856)985-812

An

s or

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consufliviç
Convnunicabons
Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade 8Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.
infollowleng.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

1\n

Herb Kravitz
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

AM- FM
Professional Technical Support
Comprehensive Field Service

ka

phone 609-347-4821
fax 609-347-6397
hkradioOmsn.com

Are You a
Distributor?

%i5e add.
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

ADVERTISE HERE!

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment
Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

L

Space is available

For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154

Call 703-998-7600

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
_I Yes
0 No

Please print and include
all information:

Signature

Radi* Wm•Id

Date

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

Address
City/State
' Zip Code

—

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate is
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings 8i. display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

1x

WTS a WTB -ICategory:
Make:
Brief Description:

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch) $ 110

105

100

95

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95

85

75

65

Distributor Directory $ 135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

Classified Line Ad

52/word

Blind Box Ad

$lb additional

Model: ____

Price:

WTS J WTB -1Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2006

_
Model:

Price:

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E-mail: cvanveeneimaspub.com
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com
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New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at
our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
quality power tube rebuilding.
TUBES & COMPONENTS
FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on trunsmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebwili call Goodrich [ ni al
402-493-1886
or
nrgh,
www.goodricheiterprisies.com

RacJi.:è World.

Equipment Exchange

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Motorola

Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

Se '-iabla Español

800-737-2787

We Export

Crs
i
aL

C Electronics

D

An International
I)istributor of RF Components

Tu bes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
qA1310 DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
NPJ, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
de(f
.1.#

= log•
Cammaybrubsa

SVETLANA

e

Power Itelea

Pro-Tek ®

EEV
USA DISTRIBUTOR

Bes.t ? f ee

To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring [ MLR— 34609

I.

=
BEST SERVICE

Welmite: www.dandtelectroeics.cos

Q

•

How do I advertise in Radio World?

Radio World
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e To advertise, call Claudia at 703-998-7600, ext. 154,

TOCK

•
352-68X-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

a

or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com.

I
MAM enune....

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Senior Radio Engineer: WSB-AM
& FM, Cox Fadio's flagship in
Atlanta. GA is uking for aSenior
Engineer.
The
successful
candidate will Írossess strong RF
skills in both M and FM. Must
be qualified ai all aspects of AM
and FM transmitter site operation,
including combined FM systems
and diplexed AR systems. Good
studio skills are a must, and
experience with IBOC is a plus.
At least 5years of experience in
broadcast
engineering
is
required. Please send resume
and
retererces
to: Charles
Kinney, Directcr of Engineering,
Cox
Radio
Atlanta
Charles.Kinney .. Cox.com
EMPLOYMENT

To advertise, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703-998-7600,

ext. 154.

D:"2,

POSITIONS WANTED
Exciting, energetic, motivated
sportscaster with play-by-play
experience.
Very focused and
driven individual with a passion
for sports. Board-op/production
skills. Contact TJ Kern 817-7036756 teejaykern21@yahoo.com

Enthusiastic,
funny
former
Marine loves the radio business.
Good
voice,
and
persona
especially with sports/politics.
Tight boards/production and Cool
Edit wiz! Marc 940-321-5209
usmc251@hotmailcom

Radio World.

Hardworking, versatile, strong
female seeking aposition in the
wonerfule world of radio.
Willing to move for the right job.
Latoya — 405-826-6186 or
latoyaokc@yahoo.com

Equipment Exchange
Great self- motivated determined
broadcaster,
goal
oriented, team player, production
wizard, professionally refined,
and vocally dominant equipped to
handle any voicing endeavor.
Torrance Walker 972-937-8584
torrancewalker@yahoo.com
Responsible, goal oriented,
team player. Production focused
with smooth voice and nice
diction. Detailed learner, natural
leadership
qualities
seeking
broadcasting career opportunities.
Regina Jenkins 817-797-4834
jenkins_regina@netzero.com

A proud graduate of ABS ready
and eager to start my career in
radio. Very hard worker willing to
travel great lengths for my first
job. Vincent 580-747-6169.
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE F/T,
P/T Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 718969-5224

jij

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

uninv. R

itline.com

Call Claudia Van Veeis
ere

My name is Kimberly Basler. I'm
a rookie in the world of
broadcasting looking for an
opportunithy to shine. Willing to
relocate 405-735-5022 or 405250-3126.
Recent ABS Grad with prior
experience
seeks
on air
announcer position. Will relocate.
Prefer top 100 market. C&W, AC,
Oldies. Tom 405-260-1141

212.)

To advertise, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

all the details at

Radio World
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

1

Continental Electronics Corp.

2

Wheatstone Corporation

WEB SITE URL
www.contelec.com
www.wheatstone.com

3

Broadcast Depot

www.7bd.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

5

ESE

6

Linear Acoustic

7

Comrex Corporation

8

AudioScience, Inc.

9

Axia - A Telom Company

10

Mouser Electronics

11

Tieline Technology

13

Omnia - A Telos Company

14

Inovonics Inc

15

Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

16

Sine Systems

17

Axia - ATelos Company

18

ATI

19

Broadcast Electronics

20

Logitek

21

Broadcast Electronics

22

Altronic Research

23

Orban (CRL)

25

Eventide

27

Harris Corporation

29

BSW

31

25-Seven Systems, Inc.

33

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

35

Antenna Nord Telecomunicazioni S.r.l.

37

Scott Studios Corp./dMarc

38

Circuit Werkes

38

Cortana

38

Gorman Redlich Mfg

38

Omnirax

38

PTEK

38

Raduga USA (Spry Group Multimedia)

38

Stormin Protection Products

39

AEV SpA

40

Henry Engineering

47

Wheatstone Corporation

48

Vorsis

www.ese-web.com
www.linearacoustic.com
www.comrex.com
www.audioscience.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.mouser.com
www.tieline.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.inovon.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.atiaudio.com
www.bdcast.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.bdcast.com
www.altronic.com
www.orban.com
www.eventide.com
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.bswusa.com
www.25-seven.com
www.omt.net
www.antgroup.it
www.dmarc.net
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cortanacorporation.com

IBOC promoters trot out the "interference-free protected contour" argument as if
it were the only technical standard applicaKool-Aid
ble to AM. Last Ichecked, there also are
I'd prefer not to engage in an argument
regulatory limits on occupied bandwidth,
via the pages of Radio World, but the tone
modulation, frequency and directional
and content of Tom Ray's "Coverage vs.
antenna performance — all of which are
Protection" letter (Reader's Forum, Nov. 9)
imposed to prevent co-channel and adjamerits aresponse.
cent-channel interference.
Thanks for the primer on WOR's signal
Allowing IBOC AM stations to crud up
nulls and the WOR Radio Network's sales
50 kHz of the band while requiring analog
philosophy, but that totally misses the point I operators to observe the NRSC mask is, to
was trying to make about the economic viause Tom Ray's term, "foolish," not to menbility of thousands of AM broadcasters posttion outrageously weak.
IBOC (
Reader's Forum, Sept 28).
On the other hand, there may be aselfAnd don't take my word for it — check
regulating aspect to the clouded HD Radio
the pages of Radio World; those numerous
future. It's ahighly dubious proposition that
commentaries expressing alarm about
millions of existing AM listeners will run
IBOC's potential damage to existing AM
out to buy IBOC receivers once they discovservice are not reactionary, obstructionist
er the band has become awall of noise on
rants, but rather well-reasoned and persuatheir estimated 1billion analog radios. If
sive arguments that a rush to embrace
that happens, they'll just go elsewhere.
arguably flawed technology for technoloWhen the audience figures start plummetgy's sake could be terminally harmful to
ing, top management of the major groups
AM radio.
will dash to the transmitter rack to turn off
Need more evidence? Next time you're at
the HD exciter faster than you can say "Cacrowded broadcasters' convention, walk
QUAM."
on stage, grab the mic and announce:
I'm sorry Iapparently pushed Tom Ray's
"Attention, AM people. We're pushing a buttons. Iwish him, his nulls and his nettechnical standard that will strictly limit you
work well. But if HD-AM promoters insist
folks to your interference-free protected
on moving to some technological Jonestown
contour, and everything else will probably
and egging down IBOC Kool-Aid, don't
be wiped out by adjacent-channel IBOC
expect to drag the rest of us along with you.
slcywave. You guys okay with that?"
Robert C. Savage
If the absurdity of such aproposition
President/CEO
doesn't strike you, objects thrown by the
WYSL(AM)
audience probably will.
Avon, N.Y.

Stirring the IBOC
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iL2Lsie lhousands of our graduat
throughout the country read RW. And
like an old friend, it has managed to
follow me for over 25 years through
my own adventures in radio.

sorts of technical issues to work through and
by the third day any sense of formality was
gone. As new people came and went each
Hilmer Swanson
day, names were forgotten, introductions
It was asad day when 1heard Hilmer
were missed and as problems continued, the
Swanson had died ("Legendary AM
pace quickened.
Innovator Remembered," Oct. 12). Ican only
During alull in the action, agroup of
imagine the loss felt by those who knew him
young station guys were in the transmitfor many years. Although my acquaintance
ter shack, dodging the sun. Ihappened to
with him spanned less than ayear beginning
be walking past outside and noticed
in 1994, Ilearned much from
Hilmer leaving the building
hint
in his usual relaxed manner.
His presence injected aquiAfter he had gone some diset confidence. His approach to
tance, Iwalked into the
technical problems was to quishack and asked those preetly and systematically dissect
sent who that fellow was
the problem with application
that had just left.
of solid electrical principals. I
"Oh, he's some local guy who
never heard him speak loudly
heard USADR was in town
to make apoint, instead he
and wanted to see what we
tended to ask questions — he
were doing out here' "Yeh, I
tried to have others lead themthink he was an old retired guy
selves to the answer.
or something; but he sure
He was the kind of person
knew alot about the equipHilmer Swanson
who did not hurry aconversament!"
tion. You might have time to cover one or two
"You guys really don't know who that
of the 20 questions you had, and you knew he
was?" Iasked.
could explain, but time simply ran out.
"No, who?"
One situation Iwitnessed that clearly illus— That was Miner Swanson."
trated his gracious manner occurred at atest
"No! You mean Mr. AM?" — the first
site set up by USADR for the 1995 NAB
time Ihad heard that applied to him — "Oh
convention. Some days in advance of the
no! We sure didn't know that. Are you
show, Glynn Walden had overseen the assemsure?"
bly of atemporary experimental station in the
A couple days later Ihad achance to
desert that used aDX- 10 transmitter.
relate the incident to Hilmer. He just smiled.
Glynn had certainly covered the bases
Itold him Iappreciated his quietness but if
with Hilmer Swanson and Ron Rackley on
he wasn't going to toot his horn sometimes
hand as consultants, along with anumber of
then Iwould do it for him. He was just that
radio personnel from California and alocal
kind of man.
station present to be gofers and helpers, and
Steve Meng
to provide general labor assistance until the
RF/Analog Engineer
convention started.
Northrop Grumman/ Xetron
As with any new system there were all
Cincinnati
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Reconsidering Minot and EAS
Author Says Emergency Managers and Corporate
Radio Are Both to Blame for Failures in EAS
by M. Madan Mustoe
This article is derived from abroader
study that considered the implications of
the localism of commercial radio on the
Emergency Alert System. Using anaturalistic design, the research began with a
survey of the train derailment that
occurred in Minot, N.D., on Jan. 18,
2002. The event became the model for
this research. and as the study emerged
the role of the EAS was evaluated in other rail accidents with similar characteristics as those found at Minot.
The Minot derailment is unique in that
it brought the use of the EAS to the attention of the public, especially since issues
of localism and de-regulation have collectively made the news. Furthermore,
previous scientific studies have been conducted of this event and, thus, are open to
further testing.
Failure to communicate
The Minot accident has become the
quintessential model of the failure of a
public warning system. In addition to the
dispatch system going down, local sirens
not operating and power going out, radio
and the Emergency Alert System as a
means of public warning were seen as a
failure.
Academic analysis of the apparent
breakdown of the EAS in Minot focused
its criticism toward the de-regulation of
broadcasting and, in particular, corporate
radio as the cause of the failure of
Minot's radio warning system. A 2004
study from Cornell University by
Figueroa, Damone and Whitefield cited
the Minot event as an example where
"Clear Channel's cost-cutting practices
have undermined public safety."

wire services."
In contrast, my research suggests the
problem in Minot was two-sided, evolving from both poor interpersonal communications between the staff of KCJB
radio and local emergency managers, and
a lack of training and unfamiliarity with
EAS activation by emergency personnel.

In contrast to other findings, my research
suggests the problem in Minot was two-sided.

My findings suggest the EAS at KCJB
could have been activated that morning
by emergency managers accessing the
National Weather Service through the
National Warning System, or NAWAS. In
a 2005 interview, Lt. Fred Debowey of
the Minot police department stated, "But
at the time of the derailment we were not
aware that we could activate the National
Weather Service with the hotline. No one
had informed us that this was an option."
Using Minot as amodel, Ifound similar situations surrounding EAS activation
at three additional events.
EAS derailed
At the derailment of chlorine tank cars
in Macdona, Texas in June 2004, the gas
plume from this event reached as far as
the outskirts of San Antonio. Iinterviewed officials at local radio stations,
the National Weather Service and the
Environmental Protection Agency, and
determined a civil emergency message
was not initiated and the EAS was not

In each of these events the EAS system was not
used. ... The stations did not provide EAS
activaton because emergency managers chose not
to activate the system or the network itself was
not configured correctly — not because of their
association with corporate radio.

In another 2004 study, conducted by
Dorothy Kidd of the Department of
Media Studies at the University of San
Francisco, the researcher states that Clear
Channel Radio's KCJB(AM) that morning "was on automatic, piping out asatellite feed. This was not unusual as Clear
Channel only employs one full-time news
employee in Minot, who rips and reads
the newscasts from state and national

Their knowledge of the event came by
way of monitoring police scanner traffic.
In January of 2005, 5,400 people were
evacuated after the derailment of tank
cars carrying chemicals at Graniteville,
S.C., near the state line of Georgia. The
EAS actuation, delivered from the NWS,
arrived two hours late. Although the local
primary stations were monitoring their
assigned NWS sdurces, the actuation was
sent to other surrounding NWS transmit-

activated during this event. In addition to
the LP! and LP2 stations not being activated, decoders at remotely controlled
stations in the area (capable of relaying
an EAS) were not activated either.
Essential emergency programming
during this event came from the news
departments of local San Antonio corporate radio stations, WOAI(AM) Clear
Channel and KKYK(FM) Cox Radio Inc.

ters. The activation had to be rerouted to
trigger the EAS decoders across the state
line in Augusta, Ga., at local primary stations WBBQ(FM) and WYZA(FM)
(Clear Channel).
Conversely, it was these radio stations
that covered the event with live news
immediately following the event and
hours before the arrival of the official
activation of the EAS. NWS radio (VHF)
did provide apublic alert but could not
act as anews outlet.
In October 2005 atrain accident near
Texarkana, Ark., produced a tank car
explosion requiring the evacuation of
2,000 homes within aradius of one mile
from the blast. The event took place at 5
a.m. My interview with Dave Hall, emergency manager for Miller County, Ark.,
revealed that emergency managers chose
door-to-door contact and police car sirens
to notify residents in the area, assuming
most people were sleeping and not listening to radio, television or NWS radio. A
911 callback system also was successfully employed.
Wes Spicer, operations manager for
Clear Channel's KKYR(FM) in
Texarkana, Ark., said that in the
Texarkana emergency management plan,
local officials are to contact the LP1
KKYR and have station personnel ( in
attendance 24 hours) activate the EAS
from the station locally. Officials also
have the option of contacting the NWS or
the state relay to provide activation.
There was no CEM issued and the
EAS was not activated during this event.
However, KKYR News Director John
Williams said in an interview that within
15 minutes of the first reports of the
event, KKYR ( Clear Channel) was
receiving information from the local
police department and broadcasting live
emergency programming until residents
could return to their homes.
Human touch
In each of these events the EAS system was not used, as was the case in
Minot.
In the case of Graniteville it was activated locally well after the emergency

began, and thus was useless as an early
warning system. Like Minot, the stations
providing emergency service broadcasting during these events were corporate
broadcasters. In pragmatic terms, these
stations failed to provide EAS activation
because emergency managers chose not
to activate the system or the network
itself was not configured correctly — not
because of their association with corporate radio.
A 2002 study by Kris, Wetzler, Marbut
and Craveb, critically reviewing the corrections made to the system in Minot
since the derailment, clearly finds that the
complexities of FCC deregulation have
little to do with the actual problems that
occurred there. Rather, it has everything
to do with the communications interface,
both human and technical, between two
very different entities charged with the
dissemination of emergency information
to the public.
Studies show that problems with the
EAS existed long before deregulation. In
addition to its unfunded mandate, the
effective delivery of the EAS has been
complicated by the following: convoluted
state emergency management plans;
complicated networks; poor reception
from primary stations; unlinked stations;
stress on volunteers heading up emergency communications committees;
untrained personnel; poor communications between public officials and station
managers; and alack of government supPort.
Although EAS technology is gaining
stability, research suggests it is the
human administration of the system that
presents the greatest challenge to its use.
Given that in each phase of its existence,
the EAS has only been activated from the
bottom for local emergencies, this
research conversely suggests abottom-up
approach to re-evaluating its usefulness.
The digital technology of the EAS
works as well in astation "on auto" as it
does with afull news staff. It can act as
an early warning tool, not unlike the
alarm whistle of a prairie dog. Today,
radio's role in this initial warning phase
of adisaster has not diminished but rather
is being shared.
Some public preparedness organizations are calling for the integration of the
EAS into avariety of media: cell phones,
televisions, the Internet etc.
Radio, if engaged correctly, can easily
and efficiently reach acollective audience with information beyond the initial
warning stage.
However, privately owned radio stations are only information outlets. To
make these stations effective through all
stages of an emergency, they must be
directed by publicly controlled emergency
management personnel who, in turn, must
understand the limitations and functionality of radio's communication role.
Unless we seriously consider the messenger's needs — and its value — we
will lose avitally important link in emergency communications to the public.
Interested readers can see the author's
research in detail by visiting www2.eou.
edu/-mmustoe/easrw.html.
M. Marian Mustoe, Ph.D. is aprofessor of geography at Eastern Oregon
University.
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Jasper, Richland and Clark counties is
Rules Are Rules
nothing but an automated, computerfed farmland of radio broadcast signals.
Ienjoyed reading the article about
There are only two radio stations I
LPFM station WQRZ and how they were
know that are, for the most part, live in
instrumental in being areliable source for
the entire area. But Iknow of one that
information during a disaster (" Gulf
is starting to use automation more and
LPFM Airs Emergency News," Nov. 23).
more. Sad, sad...
It is nice to see LPFM credited for someAll Iam asking is, please FCC —
thing useful. As amatter of fact Iwish I break the rules for me just this once.
could help them and be part of a little
License my little LPFM radio station so I
radio station like that.
can have an enjoyable hobby and serve
But Iwould like to point out a few
the public. There are plenty of open
"issues" Idid find disturbing; not all
channels here, and Iam aweather expert
related to WQRZ, but that Ihave noticed
with more then 20 years in meteorology
in many situations, including the attacks
study and all the weather instruments and
on the World Trade Center.
radar to give the area up to date info on
The FCC has made stringent rules
severe weather. This is my opinion,
about how radio is regulated. When astarespectively, as a man that really loves
tion is licensed, it is licensed for that parradio.
ticular location, and at that particular freDoug Pringle
quency and power levels. A CP for a
WXZL Radio Productions
radio station is almost impossible to
Robinson, Ill.
obtain no matter how smart you are. As a
13-year engineer, DJ, VO and licensed
The Big Test
ham radio operator and electronics tech, I
have constantly seen the FCC "bend" the
rules to the point of breaking, many times
The CONELRAD experiences of Jack
because of aparticular disaster event.
Sellmeyer (
Reader's Forum, May 13,
An LPFM radio station only can be
2005) and Jack Layton (
Reader's Forum,
licensed for amaximum of 100 watts and
Nov. 23) were interesting. I was
non-profit. But yet the FCC just granted
impressed about how much preparation
them the OK to be able to go 4,000 watts
Layton's station took to be ready for a
— even temporarily? That would make
test.
WQRZ acommercial high-power, nonMy first experience occurred while I
LPFM station. And to be allowed to
was an electronics instructor at the
move the transmitter and antennas? This
Ordnance Guided Missile School at
too is against the FCC rules because the
Redstone Arsenal, Ala., in 1959 (due to
application strictly requires all the mathethe Russian Sputnik in late 1957). A test
matical coordinates and figures to be
of the CONELRAD system was schedmade before the license is ever considuled during the summer of 1959, so afelered on the applied channel. The licenses
low instructor and Iput together asuper
show the exact location of the transmissensitive AM receiver using a Philco
sion antenna.
trainer. We strung avery long wire antenOne small radio station Iknew built
na and prior to the tests we heard many
the tower, and found out afterwards there
stations in Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia
was an error on the CP. The tower had to
and Mississippi.
be on the other side of amajor highway.
However, when the big test came the
This station had to tear the new tower
entire AM dial was dead. We tuned back
down and re-erect it in the right place.
and forth between 640 and 1240 kHz and
We here in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri
scanned all in between, and heard nothand all the tri state area get tornadoes,
ing but noise. Following the test the dial
severe weather and even earthquakes.
came back alive with the signals we had
Hurricanes are part of nature, and always
previously heard. We concluded it was an
have been. If you live by the coast areas,
abject failure.
you know there is arisk of amajor storm
In 1960 and ' 61, Iwas employed by
coming on land. When you move there,
two AMDA stations in Baton Rouge, La.
you have to consider this.
Sometime during that period there was a
Rules are rules, regardless of the
nighttime test in which one attempted to
weather situation. The FCC will not
participate. However, there were acouple
grant LPFM licenses for any reason
of problems. While the regular frequency
now. And this small area of Crawford,
of the station was 1300 kHz, we were

Possibilities
It's coming up on 10 years since the 1996 revision of the
Telecommunications Act. At that time, big radio groups were poised to
consolidate and reverse the financial flatness of previous years, which
many people blamed on an overabundance of FM move-ins plus laws
that allowed owners to flip stations quickly.
One benefit of consolidation, the groups said, would be diversity of
programming. By and large, that didn't happen, despite what adwindling number of radio's defenders will tell you.
As Wall Street money poured in to make ever-larger groups possible,
programming formatics became narrower. Stations owned by publicly
traded companies generally take fewer risks, the better to keep
investors happy every quarter. Big radio became aposter child, in many
eyes, for bland, old, predictable media.
Radio's corporate reality is unlikely to change. We start anew year,
though, with some hope that owners will feel more latitude to experiment
— pushed by competition from satellite radio and attracted by the opportunity to create new formats offered by multicast HD Radio.
We're also encouraged by the approach CBS Radio, the former
Infinity Broadcasting, is taking in its strategy to replace Howard Stern.
Given the appeal of anationally syndicated mega-personality, some may
have expected CBS to replace Stern with asimilar big name. It didn't. The
group wisely took amore localized approach and replaced 27 morning
shows at aswoop, amove the broadcaster believes is unprecedented.
CBS decided to replace Howard with 10 solutions, including its new
"Free FM" format, and give local personalities awider exposure. It also
opted to try some talent who have never been on radio.
Arguably, three of these personalities are not "local" — certainly
David Lee Roth, Penn Jillette and Adam Carolla come to their new jobs
with established national names — but the thrust of the move is clear:
new strategies, fresh thinking, awillingness to try something beyond the
usual radio model and with people from off the radio plantation.
CBS Radio knows it's taking afinancial risk with its decision;
Chairman/CEO Joel Hollander declined to say how much is at stake but
said Stern brought in about $ 100 million in annual revenue.
We'll see whether the company will stick with its multi-talent, multimarket pproach. And we are sure that if one of these new morning
shows succeeds in abig way with listeners, CBS will spread it around;
the company is not rejecting the idea of syndication outright.
But the move is interesting; and when it comes to making radio better,
"interesting" is good.,
CBS Radio also is amember of the new HD Radio Alliance of owners,
formed to promote and coordinate innovative programming for the supplemental digital channels. Hollander, Clear Channel Communications
President/CEO Mark Mays and Greater Media President/CEO Peter
Smyth form the oversight management committee for the alliance.
Big groups have taken plenty of heat in these pages for lack of creativity. CBS Radio and its peers deserve atip of our hat for trying to
shake things up and, we hope, put the "local" back in radio.'
ltW

assigned operation on 640 kHz. If we had
been assigned 1240, it would not have
been difficult to retune, but on 640 the
three towers were much too short and the
RF components were way too small in
values.
In addition, the CE was apure audio
type. The transmitter was aCollins 20V3,
so he called the factory and got capacitor
values, but he hooked them up using long
lengths of meter lead. Itold him the leads

should be short and ideally flat copper
strap, but he did not see the need for this.
So we fumbled around from midnight to
4a.m. and gave up — another abject failure.
The two-frequency idea was nothing
short of idiotic.
Ron Nott
Vice President
Nott Ltd.
Farmington, N.M.
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The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D-75 DIGITAL

RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on- air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all — completely modular.
A TRUE plug- and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!
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The Vorsis AP- 3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around a multi- band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP- 3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS pre- conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle Ri 45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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